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News

By Joseph P. Tartaro,
President,

Second Amendment Foundation

Americans are not alone in 
having a fundamental desire for 
a right to keep and bear firearms 
for self-defense. While the right to 
arms continues to be an important 
political, legal and media struggle 
in the United States, representatives 
of dozens of countries from around 
the world gathered in Moscow to 
press their case for greater access to 
personal arms.

Representatives of gun rights 
associations from 56 Russian 
provinces were in attendance 
and speaking as well as Russian 
political leaders and firearms 
manufacturers. They were joined 
by representatives from countries 
in eastern and western Europe 
and Asia, including India, Israel, 
Italy and the USA.

The event was the 2nd Annual 
Meeting of international gun 
rights organizations hosted by 
the Moscow-based Right to Bear 
Arms organization, and the UN 
Arms Trade Treaty was as much a 
key topic as the arms rights debate 
in all of the nations involved in 
the conference.

In all, over 200 people 
participated in six-languages, with 
participants listening through 
headphones with UN-style 
multiple immediate translations.

Alan Gottlieb, founder of the 
Second Amendment Foundation 
(SAF) and chairman of the 
Citizens Committee for the Right 

to Keep and Bear Arms, was the 
leadoff speaker. Gottlieb is also 
the founder and a director of the 
International Association for the 
Protection of Civilian Arms Rights 
(IAPCAR), of which the Russian 
Right to Bear Arms association is 
a long-time member.

Gottlieb told TGM that he 
believed there was considerable 
support in the Russian parliament 
for more relaxed firearms rights 
legislation, but it was unclear 
whether there was yet enough for 
a majority.

Julianne Versnel, a representative 
to the United Nations, who is 
also the Second Amendment 
Foundation’s Director of 
Operations, also spoke early at 

the Moscow meeting. During 
the UN’s deliberations of the 
Arms Trade Treaty in March she 
submitted testimony objecting 
to the exclusion of civilian arms 
rights from the ATT. “Nothing 
that is in an Arms Trade Treaty 
should affect a woman’s right to 
defend herself,” Versnel told the 
delegates, as she linked the arms 
rights debate to earlier adoption of 
UN treaties on human rights that 
focused on women.

Former National Rifle Association 
President David Keene also spoke 

later in the program, representing 
the Association. The NRA and 
SAF are both members of the World 
Forum on Shooting Sports.

Immediately after the Moscow 

meeting, IAPCAR announced 
that civilian arms rights groups 
in the Ukraine, Moldova, 
and Belarus had joined the 
international coalition of 28 
associations in 20 countries 
dedicated to the preservation and 
defense of civilian firearms rights. 
They include the Ukrainian Gun 
Owners Association, Moldova’s 
Practical Shooting Association, 
and the Association of Practical 
Shooting in Belarus.

“The global coalition of like-
minded civilian arms rights 
groups is unified with greater 
strength in Europe now more than 
ever before,” IAPCAR’s Executive 
Director Philip Watson said. “I 
think most people agree with the 
right of self-defense, that’s why 
our coalition just continues to 
grow.”

Civilian Arms Rights Advocates Meet in Russia

The three groups will expand 
the European membership of 
IAPCAR to ten groups from 
ten different EU and non-EU 
countries.

The IAPCAR civilian arms 
rights coalition is focused on 
opposition to the ATT, which 
does not acknowledge or protect 
civilian arms rights or recognize 
the right to self-defense in its 
enforceable language.

Civilian arms rights vary 
considerably from country to 
country. Readers are familiar 
with the fact that Americans 
face a hodgepodge of state gun 
laws as well as federal laws and 
regulations. In other nations, 
the right to arms may be more 
stringently controlled.

In Russia, for example, civilians 
may own hunting rifles and 

Julianne Versnel Gottlieb, SAF Director of Operations and publisher 
of Women & Guns, spoke to a group of gun rights activist in Russia 
last fall. 

shotguns, plus gas-powered pistols, 
but cartridge guns, whether for 
home protection or concealed 
carry, are almost totally prohibited, 
and licensing and registration 
may vary considerably from one 
province to another.

Presently, many Russian 
lawmakers are pressing for a 
relaxation of laws regulating 
pistols for possession outside the 
home. 

The cultural program at the 
meeting featured an exhibition of 
photographical work by Oleg Volk, 
a Russian-American freelance 
photographer, that focused on the 
theme of people carrying civilian 
weapons, prepared to defend their 
families and homes, who was the 
creator of this month’s W&G 
cover. 

W&G
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All of New York State’s SAFE 
Act requirements regulating 
ammunition sales will not go 
into effect as expected on Jan. 
15, 2014 as specified by the law, 
State Police officials announced 
at the end of October. 

Checking the backgrounds 
and recording detailed 
information about anyone 
buying ammunition, a key 
component of Gov. Andrew 
Cuomo’s new gun-control law, 
will be postponed indefinitely 
but registration of non-licensed 
firearms dealer ammo retailers 
will begin as expected Jan. 15.

The State Police told reporters 
who inquired that they need 
more time to develop a system 
that will check the backgrounds 
of individuals before they 
purchase ammunition.

The Buffalo News reported 
that the law’s requirement that 
ammunition sellers compile 
and maintain an assortment of 
records—from the buyer’s name 
and occupation to the type and 
amount of bullets purchased—
also will not be kicking in on 
Jan. 15.

Officials did not say when the 
ammunition background checks 
might start.

“The State Police is working 
on technology solutions to be 
able to carry out this section 
of the SAFE Act so that the 
public, buyers and sellers are 
not inconvenienced or delayed 
in any way when they purchase 
ammunition,’’ the State Police 
said in a statement.

The law requires ammunition 
sellers to register with the State 
Police and to also run the 
purchaser’s name through a 
state-created database to see if 
they can buy ammunition. Only 
commercial dealers capable of 
running a background check, 
which must include a photo 
identification procedure in a 
face-to-face transaction, can sell 
ammunition under the new law.

The News reported that it first 
asked about the ammunition 
registration provisions on Oct. 
21, the same day the governor 
was in Manhattan being 
honored by New Yorkers Against 
Gun Violence, but did not get a 
response until late on Oct. 25.

Parts of the SAFE Act took 
effect immediately, but other 
provisions, including the 
ammunition registration and 
background portions, were 
delayed to give time to agencies 
to prepare for changes in the gun 
laws.

The News reported that some 
of its sources said that the state 
was hoping to use the federal 
National Instant Criminal 
Background Check system as part 
of the mandate that ammunition 
sellers check the backgrounds of 
ammunition buyers. But that 
background check system is 
only for purchase of firearms, a 
limitation that state officials said 
they knew of when the SAFE 
Act was being crafted.

The law envisioned that the 
system to check the backgrounds 
of ammunition buyers, as well 

as for dealers to record personal 
information about purchasers, 
could take effect in the middle 
of January—one year after the 
SAFE Act was approved. But 
the law gave discretion to the 
superintendent of the State 
Police to begin the ammunition 
program when a suitable system 
was in place.

The ammunition provisions 
have been among the most 
controversial of a law that still 
has gunowners fuming and is the 
subject of Second Amendment 
court challenges.

The delay on implementing 
parts of the ammunition 
program Jan. 15 means sellers 
will not have to start recording 
the date, name, age, occupation 
and residence of ammunition 
buyers.

The Cuomo administration 
has found that the controversy 
surrounding the SAFE Act 
has not gone away, especially 
in more conservative upstate 
areas. Anti-SAFE Act signs 
are still a common sight on 
lawns throughout many upstate 
communities, and many upstate 
sheriffs have suggested they will 
not enforce certain components 
of the law. County legislative 
bodies throughout the state have 
gone on record opposing the law.

The Albany Times Union 
said the Jan. 15 date was a 
“placeholder,” according to state 
officials who noted that the 
background checks have to be 

NY State Police Confirm SAFE Act’s
Key Ammo Provision Will Be Delayed

SAFE Act
Continued on Page 44

American Tactical Imports 
(ATI), a Rochester, NY, company 
that makes and imports firearms 
and ammunition, announced 
in late October their decision to 
relocate to Summerville, SC. ATI 
said it would begin the relocation 
process to Summerville, SC 
beginning in November of 2013. 

The company said, “As one of 
the gun industry’s top importers 
of firearms and firearm related 
accessories, ATI’s decision to 
relocate is two-fold. ATI believes 
it is imperative that a firearms 
importer and manufacturer do 
business within a state that is 
friendly to the Second Amendment 
rights of the people. It is also 

ATI Leaving New York
important that ATI be close to the 
port-of-entry into the country for 
several of their imported products. 
The relocation to South Carolina 
ensures that both of these factors 
are met.”

South Carolina Gov. Nikki 
Haley said, “We celebrate 
American Tactical Imports’ 
decision to invest $2.7 million and 
create 117 new jobs in Dorchester 
County.”

ATI is the second firearms 
company to announce plans to 
leave the state since the SAFE 
Act was signed into law. In July, 
Kahr Arms, based in Rockland 
County, announced the move of 
its headquarters to Pennsylvania.

W&G

No Jail Room For
Chicago Gun Goons

Chicago Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel’s plan to quell his city’s 
gun violence with more jail time is 
running into Illinois fiscal reality 
as well as claims that mandatory 
prison sentences are unaffordable 
and ineffective deterrents to 
crime, Bloomberg News reported.

Emanuel says mandatory three-
year prison terms are needed to 
curb gun crimes in Chicago, which 
recorded 352 homicides through 
Oct. 27. The state Department of 
Corrections projects the tougher 
penalties sought by Emanuel 
would increase the prison 
population by 3,400 and cost 
taxpayers $866 million.

W&G
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DefensiveStrategies

By Lyn Bates,
Contributing Editor

Sometimes one of those 
YouTube videos just sticks in 
your mind. Many of the cutest 
cat videos have that quality for 
me, but I won’t bore you with my 
personal selection. This is, after 
all, a firearms venue, not a feline 
one.

Earlier this year there was a 
Glock commercial called the 
“Wrong Girl” commercial. It will 
be forever preserved in YouTube. 
You can search there for “Wrong 
Girl Glock Commercial”. Since 
you undoubtedly won’t stop 
reading to see the video, here is a 
synopsis: 

A young woman comes home 
alone at night. Across the street, a 
quintessentially bad man (black 
clothes, black cap, black beard, 
black hair, black mood) sits in his 
surprisingly white van watching 
her. She exhibits no situational 
awareness, and doesn’t see him.

Inside, she sits on her couch to 
watch TV. She is dressed in the 
shortest of shorts and a camisole. 

Three slow knocks on her front 
door. She goes to the door, says 
“Who is it?, looks through the 
peephole, sees nothing but an empty 
car across the street (his car), hears 
no answer. She goes back to the 
couch, and sits down, starting to 
look a bit nervous. The knocking 
at the door happens again. Again 
she checks the peephole, and sees 
nothing. The bad man is shown 
leaning to the side of her door to 
avoid being seen. 

She walks quickly (determinedly? 
nervously? you decide when you see 
it) to her bedroom where, under 
her bed, is a lockbox. OK, not just 
any lock box. It is a MiniVault 
from GunVault. Her fingers press 
the right buttons on the top (or the 
biometric fingerprint sensor) and 
the box drops open, revealing a gun. 
If you paid any attention to the title 
of this article, you will know what 
brand of gun it is.

She takes the gun in her hand, 
walks back to the living room, and 
sits on the couch again, placing the 
gun on the seat to her right. She 
crosses her legs and puts her hands 
in her lap. Again, the knocking at 
the door, this time accompanied by 
an ominous doorknob rattle. She 
rises, but this time stays away from 
the door.

A second later, we see her with 
the gun raised at shoulder height, a 
good, strong isosceles stance, elbows 
straight and locked, two handed 
grip, a look of determination on her 
face. 

Dramatic music reaches climax. 
The door flies open, the bad man 
barges in. For a second, we see 
the Glock 19 (Gen4, 9x19) from 
the side, the first time we are able 
to see that much detail. Her grip 
is unwavering, thumbs forward, 
trigger finger OFF the trigger, firmly 
on the slide of the gun. 

Bad man comeS in looking fierce, 
quickly changes to surprised as he 
sees the gun. We watch him fall 
backward. Her arms (and the gun, 
though we can’t see it now) follow 
him to the ground. She is breathing 
deeply.

We see the bad man flat on his 
back on the ground, eyes closed, but 
wait, there’s no blood, no bullet hole, 
and we didn’t hear a gunshot . . . 
did we?

When the bad man opens his 
eyes, he is lying there in handcuffs. 
An EMT person is there to treat his 
fainting spell and a police officer 
in the background, interviewing 
the girl, is there to haul him off to 
jail. The EMT says to the camera, 
“Somebody picked the wrong girl.” 
(R. Lee Ermy plays that EMT to 
perfection.) 

Things I liked about it:
She was confident. She showed 

nervousness, but there was no 
abject fear, no panic,; she was in 
control all the time, knew it and 
showed it.

There was a lockbox involved.
She showed excellent trigger 

finger discipline. Do you think she 
knew the rule “Keep your finger 

off the trigger until your sights are 
on target AND you have made 
the decision to shoot”? Perhaps 
someone involved in filming the 
commercial did.

It was amusing, really amusing.
Things I didn’t like: Not 

much, really, given that this is a 
commercial, not a training video.

This little commercial stirred up 
quite a discussion. 

Here are a few of the positive 
comments:
•	 “The LADY shows good 

gun safety with her finger 
OUTSIDE the trigger guard 
and an excellence stance and 
keeping well back from the 
door. This could be used in a 
gun safety course.”

•	 “If the girl didn’t have a gun in 
the above video the guy could 
do whatever he wanted to her. 
She weighs like what? 100 
lbs... The guy looked to be 
about 170 lbs at least. She’d be 
raped, beat, dead... whatever 
he wanted. Without the gun 
she’s a victim at the mercy of 
criminals.”

•	 “Lol, he picked the wrong 
damn hobby if he’s going to 
break in and faint.”

•	 “I love how she’s watching 
the Glock commercial ‘The 
Wrong Diner’ on TV.”

•	 “There are no sheriffs in 
my county so when things 
happen at night there is no 
help. A woman was just raped 
and beaten by a intruder. 
she called 911 and 911 said 
there was nobody they could 
send outside of city limits to 
protect her against her ex bf 
who had a history of violence 
against her.”

Now some of the negative ones. 
The most common criticism was 

that she should have shot him:
•	 “This commercial should be 

taken off the web. I absolutely 
hated it. She should have shot 
him. He was in her house and 
it would have been totally 
legal! Now he’s going to jail 
to watch TV, sleep in a bed, 3 
meals a day and hard-working 
tax;ayers are going to pay for 
it.”

•	 “Good commercial but she 
should have shot him.”

•	 “I would have shot him.”
•	 “When she said “Who is it” 

there was no answer. If it was 
me he would have been dead.”

Other criticisms: 
•	 “I know why they had it in a 

locked box for candy ass libs 
who will cry about access by 
children and all but in my 
opinion she took too much 
time to retrieve her pistol. 
When I’m watching TV at 
night mine is already within 
reach. Otherwise I’d have to 
bolt passed my front door 
and past an intruder to get to 
it. My firearm would’ve been 
pointed at the door after the 
first knock with no response.”

•	 “Would any of those girls be 
capable of shooting anyone 
though? Doesn’t matter 
at how many inanimate 
targets you’ve shot if you 
freeze up when it’s a fellow 
human being on the other 
end of the barrel. Not to 
mention how they’d cope 
with it later. No amount of 
practice will prepare you for 
the psychological difference 
between a relatively safe 
firing range and a potential 
life or death situation. Odds 
are pretty good you’ll be 
confused and panicking. 

Especially if you’re caught in 
your sleep.”

•	 “What if it was the maintenance 
man at apartments???”

•	 “Why does such a nice place 
not have a deadbolt and a 
security system?”

•	 “The cops would not have 
been able to stop the guy, but 
it is a good idea to have the 
phone ready. Second, yell. 
Having a gun doesn’t mean 
you have to be quiet. She 
didn’t have surprise on her 
side; She only had the surprise 
of the gun. Yelling “Jeff get the 
gun!”, even if there is no Jeff, 
will probably keep that guy 
from ever entering.”

•	 “This video gives an 
unnecessary level of protection 
afforded that gun to people 
who might not be trained to 
use it. (Various) methods of 
secondary defense should have 
been, at least to some degree, 
shown in the video.”

As is almost always the case, some 
people just showed their ignorance 
by the things they claimed or 
asserted:
•	 “I was into it until she left 

her finger out of the trigger 
guard.”

•	 “She should have had her 
finger on the trigger. The 
quarter second it takes you 
to move your finger to the 
trigger is a quarter second you 
don’t have.”

False. The chance of having an 
unintentional discharge of the 
gun increases tremendously the 
moment your finger is on the 
trigger. Such a discharge would be 
calamitous to you, and possibly 

What The Glock Girl Did

Defensive Strategies
Continued on Page 44
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By Carolee Anita Boyles,
Contributing Editor

The relationship you have with 
your defensive shooting instructor 
makes all the difference in what 
you’re able to learn. Under the 
right instructor, you should come 
away with an understanding of 
your firearm and the ability to use 
it. Take a class under an instructor 
with whom you have poor rapport, 
and you’ll be frustrated and will 
have wasted time and hard-earned 
money.

Experienced shooting instructors 
say there are several easily identified 
criteria you can use to select an 
instructor who will help you learn 

the most you can.
1. Look for an instructor 

who is patient and thorough.
“I start from the ground up 

and I take my time,” said Gerard 
Tramontano, an NRA instructor 
at The Gun Place in Pompano 
Beach, FL. “We do everything 
from deciding on a gun to buying 
the gun to taking it apart to clean 
it. We look at how it works, and 
we choose the right ammo for the 
gun. No matter how many times 
it takes, I go over one thing until 
the student understands how the 
firearm works. When someone 
walks out of here, she is an expert 
on that particular firearm.”

2.  Look for an instructor 
who understands the differences 
between how men and women 
learn.

“Women need to understand 
why they’re doing something, 
instead of just being told to 
do something a certain way,” 
said Michelle Ressell, an NRA 
instructor from Glenwood, IL. 
“Women learn a skill by first 
understanding it completely and 
then by being able to practice it.”

In order to go through that 
process, she said, women need a 
little more time than men do to 
digest all the information and 
then apply it.

“When a woman has the time to 
do that, she’s very good at applying 
what she’s learned,” Ressell said. 
“As a result, a woman’s learning 
curve is very quick.”

3. Look for an instructor 
who understands the different 
physiological makeup of 
women.

“Many women have trouble 
cycling the action of a semi-
auto handgun,” Ressell said. “I 
show women ways to manage 
some of those more difficult 
weapon manipulation skills. For 
example, if you bring the firearm 
in close to your body, it’s easier 
to manipulate. But when you 
do bring a firearm close to your 
body, you tend to drift away from 
pointing the firearm downrange 
in a safe direction to pointing it 
sideways. So when I’m working 
with a woman on that skill, I 
have her turn her body so she can 
keep the firearm pointed in a safe 
direction.”

4.  Having a female 
instructor isn’t necessary, but 
it’s nice.

“I’m comfortable with either 
a male or a female instructor, 
but a lot of women really 
want to connect with another 
women because they feel they’re 
understood better and that their 
needs are taken care of better,” 
Ressell said. “Whether you prefer 
a male or a female instructor 
depends on you. Some men really 
understand how to teach women, 
so I would not say only look for 
a female instructor. However, 
there are some benefits to having 
a female instructor because some 

female students feel that a female 
instructor can readily identify 
with some of the concerns that 
the student has.”

Sylvia Hall, an NRA instructor 
in Crestwood, KY, agreed.

“There are good male instructors 
out there, and when you talk 
to them, you’ll know,” she said. 
“However, women tend to do 

better with women because of silly 
little things. For instance, if you’re 
going to carry your handgun 
inside your waistband, when you 
go to the restroom, be very careful 
because you’re not used to that 
weight. The first time I went to the 
restroom with my handgun in my 
waistband, it went ‘plunk’ on the 
floor and like to have scared me 
to death. Men don’t think about 
those things.” Women know a lot 
of little things like that, that men 
don’t know, Hall said.

“We have ‘special circumstances’ 
sometimes that women need to 
tell other women,” she said.

5. Ask around and see what 
other people think about the 
instructor you’re considering.

“Check with the local gun 
store and get a recommendation 
from the store as to who gets rave 
reviews on their instruction,” 
Ressell said. “Ask how they get 
along with their students, and 
how successful the students are at 
the end of the class.”

6. Ask the instructor why 

Tips for Choosing 
the Right Defensive 
Shooting Instructor

Michelle Ressell (right) working on a modified bench rest with a 
female student. Photo courtesy of Michelle Ressell.

Ressell (right) working with a 
female student. 

An instructor you are comfortable 
with is more important than 
gender. Photo courtesy Howard 
Communications. 

Ressell (left) and a student 
celebrate a well-shot target. 
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he or she wants to be or is an 
instructor.

“I wanted to be an instructor 
because someone came to my 
back door and tried to force their 
way in,” Hall said. “I had my gun 
behind my back, and I got it out 
and told them they couldn’t come 
in. Later the same people broke in 
to two other women’s houses and 
hurt them.” After that experience, 
Hall wanted to empower other 
women to protect themselves as 
she did.

When an instructor is teaching 
for a reason like that, you know 
you are learning from someone 
who is teaching for the right 
reason. If someone says, “It’s just 
a job,” or “It pays well,” back off 
and take another look at things.

“A good instructor needs to 
care about people,” Hall said. 
“You don’t want to take a class 
from someone who is just in it 
for the money. A good instructor 
is teaching for more than just 

personal benefit. If I found 
someone who was just in it for the 
money, I’d run.”

7.  Look for someone who 
runs small classes.

“If I have five people in a class, 
it’s a big class,” Hall said. “I want 
each person to have individual 
attention, and I want to make 
sure each person knows how to 
hold the gun, how to stand, and 
how to do everything they need 
to do with it. If you have a big 
crowd with ten or more people, 
it’s just a crowd. You don’t have 
time to do everything they need 
for you to do. I’ll even do a class 
for one or two women, because 
when they leave I want to be sure 
they know how to handle that 
handgun.”

W&G
Ressell (right) showing a female student how to load a revolver. 

One-on-one instruction in small classes benefits most students. 
Photo courtesy LaserMax.
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Good to Excellent 9mm Handguns for Carry

This is the big decision—slim line or high capacity 9mm? There are 
tradeoffs, but for concealed carry the slim line works best. By Bob Campbell,

Contributing Editor

The question isn’t always what 
features a handgun has, what 
caliber it is, or even how well 
it shoots. How it hefts, feels 
and rides on the belt are just as 
important. No handgun is too 
large to fight with in the home 
but for carry—well, many of the 
great service pistols are eliminated 
pretty quickly. 

Let me clear up one 
misconception quickly. With 
proper training and indoctrination 
a woman can handle any personal 
defense handgun a man may fire 
and handle it well. Either gender 
often makes poor choices. A 
compromise of sorts in the middle 
ground is best, and that is what we 
are looking for. And just because 
you are able to handle the .45 
automatic or four-inch barrel .357 
Magnum revolver doesn’t mean 
it will be comfortable to carry. A 

larger handgun kicks less and is 
more accurate, but may be very 
difficult to conceal and slow to 
draw from concealed carry. Speed 
into action means a lot. Very few 
shooters practice as hard or as often 
as they should, and this means 
a more controllable or smaller 
caliber handgun will be chosen 
in order to maintain a semblance 
of control. I understand this as 
with the demands of a family 
and a full time job it isn’t easy 
to fit range time in. We adapt. A 
handgun that fits the hand well 
and a handgun designed to fit the 
average person well makes a great 
deal of difference in handling at 
speed and with confidence. 

The handgun should be 
thoroughly understood. This 
means repetition in handling, 
manipulating the controls, 
working the slide lock and the 

safety and in changing magazines. 
Learn to operate the handgun and 
to quickly bring it into action. 

Resolve to master the handgun 
that you choose to deploy. Next, 
a sober appraisal of the situation 
tells us that handguns are not 
that great at stopping determined 
adversaries. Those motivated 
by profit may be dissuaded by a 
threat, but the criminal psychotic 
is another matter. The psychopath 
is rarer but is sometimes 
encountered. The largest caliber 
you are able to comfortably fire 
and place multiple rounds on 
target with good accuracy is the 
answer. The .32 Magnum, .380 
ACP and other small calibers are 
not enough for personal defense. 
The .380 ACP is quite popular 
at present based primarily on its 
diminutive size and weight. While 
it is true something is better than 

nothing you may find yourself in 
the predicament of being armed 
with a deadly weapon but not able 
to adequately protect yourself. The 
9mm Luger and the .38 Special 
are realistic minimums. 

The heavier the handgun 
in a given caliber, the easier it 
is to control the handgun. A 
39-ounce .45 is practically docile, 
a 26-ounce lightweight carry gun 
can be a bear in the same caliber. 
A house gun can be heavy and 
offer excellent control. The carry 
gun shouldn’t weigh more than 

thirty ounces, with handguns 
slightly less than this practically 
ideal. For most shooters the 9mm 
Luger is a realistic choice. The 
revolver shooter should pick a .38 
Special or a .357 Magnum, with 
both usually being very similar 
in size and weight in carry guns. 
You will probably carry the .357 
Magnum with .38 loads, however.

 Both practice and experience 
will lead you to understand hand 
fit. Of course you need to know 
how to properly grip the handgun 
to understand hand fit. Being 
able to quickly, consistently and 
reliably, draw and then accurately 
fire the handgun demands that 
the hand and the handgun 
mesh together comfortably. The 
handgun should not over stretch 
the trigger finger. The handgun 
should be grasped in order to give 
good control and the pad of the 
trigger finger should lay on the 
face of the trigger without undue 
movement. The handgun should 
line up with the bones of the 
arm in a straight angle. Most of 

the little guns do not represent a 
problem in comfortably grasping 
and in trigger reach, but they may 
present a problem in recoil. 

The revolver is often 
recommended because the user 
may possess insufficient hand 
strength to work the slide of a 
self-loading pistol. With proper 
instruction in maximizing the 
user’s strength, she will be able to 
manipulate a slide, probably, and 
the revolver’s trigger action also 
demands hand strength. 

The snubnose revolver is well 
suited for carry because of its size 

and weight. The revolver may be 
pressed into an adversary’s body 
and fired repeatedly while a self-
loader would jam at the first shot. 
The revolver is seen as a paradigm 
of reliability but revolvers are 
subject to malfunction. When 
they malfunction they are much 
more difficult to return to action 
than the self-loader. You are also 
dealing with a handgun with 
greater recoil, ounce for ounce, 
than a comparable self-loader. The 
snubnose .38 is a great handgun 
for backup use and for close range 
encounters. It is true that most 
defensive shootings take place at 
close range, but not all. So, be 
certain that you are able to use the 
snubnose .38 past conversational 

The Taurus Millennium G2 is a compact pistol but it features a 
12-round magazine and a light rail. For just a little more weight than 
some the pistol offers tactical advantages. The author’s pick just 
may be the Taurus Millennium G2, but the field is impressive. 

The author strongly prefers a 
manual safety on a self-loading 
pistol. 

The Taurus 9mm certainly has 
impressive styling. 
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range. For those that feel that the 
revolver is their best choice, the 
Taurus Model 85 .38 Special or 
the Taurus 605 in .357 Magnum 
offer excellent protection. Their 
simplicity is appealing and the 
revolvers are more than accurate 
enough for personal defense but 
the practice and time invested 
in the revolver is demanding. 
Hornady Custom ammunition 
has done shooters a great favor by 
introducing a new low recoil .38 
Special loading. Using a special 
variation of the Critical Defense 
bullet this loading features a pink 
tip and pink accent packaging. 
With the light 95-grain bullet 
at high velocity this is a good 
performer that may just make the 
.38 Special bearable and effective. 

The self-loader is more 
complicated than the revolver but 
the manual of arms isn’t terribly 

edge to the 9mm in most loadings. 
The smaller charge of relatively 
slow burning powder results in 
less recoil energy. As an all around 
personal defense handgun the 
compact 9mm pistol has much to 
recommend. There are two basic 
types of compact 9mms. These 
are the purpose-designed compact 
pistols such as the Kel Tec PF 9 and 
the Kahr K9 and others, and the 
pistols that are basically downsized 
service pistols. The latter types 
include the Glock 26 and the 
Smith & Wesson M&P compact. 

When it comes to speed into 
action, handling and combat 
accuracy as well as hand fit, the 
slim line 9mm pistols have much 
to recommend. When choosing 
a primary personal defense 
handgun the 9mm self-loader 
has much to recommend, but the 
question is which one and the 
primary question is whether the 
pistol should be a double column 
magazine pistol or a single column 
magazine pistol. Another question 
might be whether the pistol will 
be a purpose designed defense 
pistol or a compact version of a 
service pistol. 

Let’s look at a few of the best 
choices in 9mm pistols and the big 
picture. As far as the high capacity 
pistols go it may be comforting 
to deploy a pistol with a fifteen-
round magazine. Middle of the 
road pistols such as the Glock 
19, the Stoeger Cougar and the 
various CZ 75 compact pistols are 
based upon proven service pistols. 
They are relatively compact but 
heavy enough to absorb a goodly 
portion of the recoil energy of the 
9mm cartridge. The Glock 19 is 
widely recognized as among the 
best balanced and most tractable 
handguns ever produced. It is 

taxing. Rack the slide to the rear, 
insert a loaded magazine, release 
the slide, apply the safety—if there 
is a safety—holster and deploy. 
The self-loader demands both 
concentration and coordination. 
Hit probability is higher with a 
properly designed self-loader that 
fits your hand. The reciprocating 
slide of the self-loader absorbs a 
certain amount of recoil energy. 
The recoil spring uses this energy 
to power the slide and feed the next 
round into the chamber which also 
limits recoil. The 9mm pistol uses 
a smaller case than the .38 Special 
with a smaller charge of powder, 
although the two cartridges are 
comparable in power—with an 

Weight, magazine capacity and average price comparison

HIGH CAPACITY PISTOLS
   Weight  Magazine  Average 
   (unloaded) Capacity Price
Stoeger Cougar 32.5 oz. 13  $449

Tristar T 100  26 oz.  15  $365

Taurus 
Millennium G2  22 oz.  12  $349

SCCY CPX 2  15 oz.  10  $319

SLIM LINE PISTOLS

Smith & Wesson Shield 19 oz. 7/8   $449

Kahr K9  25.5 oz. 7  $891
(As tested, blackened stainless—stainless models list at 
$855). 

Accuracy results
Average for two five-shot groups at 15 yards, 
Fired from a solid barricade firing stance
Handgun   Load used  Accuracy results 
SCCY CP X 2   Fiocchi 115-gr. FMJ   3.5” 

Hornady 115 -gr. FTX  3.8”
Stoeger Cougar  Wolf (WPA) 124-gr FMJ  2.5”
   Hornady 115-gr. FTX   1.9”
TriStar T 100  Federal 115-gr. JHP 9B 1.25”
   Fiocchi 147-gr. JHP   1.4”
Glock 19 9mm  Black Hills 115-gr. FMJ  1.5”
   Fiocchi 124-gr. Extrema 1.25”
Taurus 
Millennium G2  Black Hills 124-gr. JHP +P 2.0”

Fiocchi 124-gr. EXTREMA  2.25”
Kahr K 9  Black Hills 115-gr. FMJ  1.75”
   Hornady 115-gr. FTX  1.9”
Smith& Wesson 
Shield   Federal 124-grain 

Hydra Shock +P  2.5”
   Black Hills 124-gr. JHP +P 2.4”

Bobbie Ann Campbell finds the 
fit of the Smith & Wesson Shield 
ideal in this dry fire session. 
A combination of good feel, 
accuracy and an adequate sight 
radius make it a good all-around 
choice for concealed carry.
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practically ideal as an all around 
service pistol but also a good 
concealed carry handgun. The 
new T100 pistol is my favorite 
rendition of the CZ 75 compact. 
This clone gun offers excellent 
accuracy and if you prefer a 
double action first shot handgun 
with a manual safety the T100 is a 
difficult pistol to ignore. For those 
preferring a double-action first shot 
pistol with a hammer dropping 
safety, and Beretta design, the 
Stoeger Cougar is a well made 
pistol with much to recommend. 
Each of these pistols features a 
double column magazine. The 
Glock allows fifteen rounds on 
tap and the T100, sixteen. The 
Cougar features a thirteen round 
magazine. While the manual 
of arms of each differs in a 
tactical sense each of these three 
handguns will do what the other 
will do in trained hands. Each is a 
controllable handgun with much 
to recommend. The full size grip 
allows good purchase, spreads the 
recoil about the palm, and affords 
a good fast grip during the draw. 
However, the grip size required for 
a double column magazine is too 

large for some hand sizes. It is one 
thing to fire the pistol well on the 
range but another to genuinely be 
in control of the handgun during 
a retention situation. While these 
are good handguns, be certain that 
your hand really fits the grip. And 
while these are compact pistols 
they are too large for concealed 
carry for many body types. 

Another class of handgun is 
the purpose-designed compact. 
There is no primogenitor of 
service pistol size. A good example 
is the SCCY CPX 2. This is an 
affordable handgun but one that 
is well made and reliable in my 
experience. The pistol is compact 
but features a double column 
magazine that holds ten rounds 
in the short grip. This handgun 
will usually accommodate most 
hand sizes. The grip is short and 
about the minimal size for good 

control. The pistol also features a 
double-action-only trigger. This 
handgun isn’t as easy to use well 
and hits are more difficult than 

with the larger Glock 19 size 
handguns, but the CPX 2 is much 
more compact. At moderate range 
the CP X2 can be used well and 
the pistol features adequate sights 
and a well designed grip. If the 
grip stretches your hand size or 
the trigger reach is too long and 
heavy there are other options. The 
SCCY is among the best buys to 
be had, a functional and attractive 
handgun that is suited to personal 
defense at moderate range. 

Looking for an all around 
concealed carry 9mm pistol can be 
a daunting proposition. However, 
there are a number of handguns 
that deliver good service, are proven 
in long term use, and which are well 
suited to personal defense. One of 
these is the Kahr K9. The modern 
Kahrs in polymer construction may 
be lighter but the K9 offers modest 
recoil and the pistol is rated for 

+P loads. A caution is to use the 
handgun as it was intended. Lock 
the slide to the rear, insert a loaded 
magazine, and drop the slide. Do 

not top the magazine off. Sometimes 
a lighter primer strike may occur on 
the first round in pistols that have 
not yet been broken in or which 
have not been properly loaded. All 
self loaders should be loaded by 
racking the slide to the rear and then 
releasing the slide to strip the first 
round from the magazine. A double 
column magazine should be loaded 
and then the magazine tapped on 
the shoe to be certain all cartridges 
are properly seated to the rear in the 
magazine. The Kahr K9 is a single 
column magazine pistol that offers 
excellent quality, fit and finish and 
which has proven reliable. With 
acclimation to the trigger action, 
the pistol demonstrates excellent 
practical accuracy. My personal 
example has been fitted with a 
machined guide rod from Bedair 
and W C Wolff premium springs. 

With the carry load, the Hornady 
Critical Defense 115-grain FTX, 
this is a remarkably accurate 
handgun in a compact package. 

Another handgun that has 
impressed the author and his 
family is the Smith & Wesson 
Shield. Frankly, the Shield has 
amazed us! Despite a light weight 
of just nineteen ounces unloaded, 

the Shield demonstrates light felt 
recoil. Handle design has much to 
do with it and perhaps the short 
slide just doesn’t produce much 
momentum. At any rate the piece 
is amazingly docile in firing and 
accuracy is also excellent. There 
is no good reason to limit your 
combat ability if you do not have 
to and the Shield is an accurate 
and reliable handgun with much 
to recommend. The pistol is a joy 
to shoot that my other half finds 
as pleasant to use as her full size 
SIG P 250 9mm handgun. A 
good load specifically designed 
for personal defense is the Federal 
124-grain Hydra Shock +P. 
Tweaked for short barrel use in 
the Short Barrel line this load is 
quite accurate as well.

A final choice is quite interesting. 
This is a pistol that has many of 

The Talon IWB holster is a good 
design that keeps the pistol 
close to the body. 

The SCCY 9mm is the least expensive pistol tested but it definitely 
has much merit. 

This is typical performance from 
the Taurus Millennium at combat 
range. 
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the good features of a service pistol 
in a compact package. The Taurus 
Millennum PT 111 G2 is a futuristic 
looking handgun with a scalloped 
slide to reduce weight, good sights 
with a degree of adjustment, and a 
grip that fits most hands well. The 
Taurus quite surprisingly manages to 
work a 12-round magazine into this 

package. The pistol also is fitted for 
a rail light, which only the Stoeger 
Cougar of the other pistols tested 
features. The Taurus offers both 
visual and tactile confirmation of a 
loaded chamber. In common with 
the Smith &Wesson Shield, the G2 

features a positive manual safety. 
This is very important to the author 
and while some prefer a long double-
action trigger as a safety feature, 
there are many of us that feel that 
the advantages of a self-loader are 
not completely realized without a 
manual safety. The most interesting 
aspect of the pistol is the trigger 
action. While technically a double 
action only the compression is much 
lighter than it feels. The sear breaks 
at a clean 5.75 pounds, but feels 
like four pounds. Taurus has really 
mastered the geometry and leverage 
of this arrangement. The pistol has 
a restrike feature. If the cartridge 
fails to fire the trigger may be 
pressed again. Since the slide has not 
partially prepped the striker this is a 
longer heavier pull of 7.25 pounds. 
In my experience a faulty cartridge is 
rare among factory ammunition. It is 
also unlikely to fire with the second 
strike. Just the same, Taurus offers 
this feature. The restrike also allows 
dry fire but if you dry fire with the 

heavier trigger you must realize 
that the actual press is lighter—and 
practice the lighter press by racking 
the slide. The Taurus Millennium is 
only slightly larger than the Shield 
but features an accessory rail and a 
higher magazine capacity, and the 
Taurus is also a bit easier to shoot 
well. The Shield is a pocket pistol for 
those with big pockets, the Taurus is 
comparable in performance to many 
service pistols. 

When all is said and done there 
are a number of excellent choices 
in the handgun market. The 
dual column magazine pistols are 
good choices for those that have 
long fingers and sufficiently large 
hands, and in fact many of the 
high magazine capacity pistols are 
engineered to fit most hands well. 
The single column slim line pistols 
are often the better choice when 
both speed and light weight are 
considered. You pay your money 
and you make your choices. 

W&G

The CZ T100 9mm pistol shows 
excellent workmanship. Note the 
good slide to frame fit. In this 
unique design the slide runs 
inside of the frame rails. 

The SCCY’s pistol grip is nicely 
pebbled for good purchase. The 
slots in the frame are designed 
to give a little to cushion recoil. 

The S&W Shield, shown with the My Tighe from CRKT knives, is a 
first class all around defensive handgun. 
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Women&Guns

By Diane Walls,
Contributing Editor

It was this writer’s privilege 
to partake of the opportunity 
to train with John Farnam of 
Defense Training International, 
Inc. (DTI) when a beginning/
intermediate defensive handgun 
class was offered in Yakima, WA, 
last September. Farnam, and his 
wife Vicki, are both renowned 
instructors who travel all over 
the country and abroad offering 
training to law enforcement, 
security and civilian alike. Anyone 
that wants to take responsibility 
for their personal, professional and 
family safety by learning to use 

firearms is welcome. Farnam has 
more than 40 years of professional 
experience to impart.

“The techniques we teach were 
paid for in blood to be those most 
effective in preparing you for the 
fight of your life, which could 
take place tonight,” Farnam said 
in introductory comments. “I 
want to take you from amateur 
to operator so you can fight and 
survive with any gun.”

As to the topic of whether to 
carry a gun, Farnam says, “Either 
do or do not, it’s your choice. 
Don’t go halfway and only carry 
one when you feel you might need 
it. That’s ridiculous! You never 

know when you’ll need it so you 
have to be ready at all times. If 
you’re not willing to do that, fine. 
Don’t carry one at all.”

Farnam definitely walks his talk. 
Throughout his many years in law 
enforcement and expert witness 
work, he has become a student of 
real shooting situations and the 
lessons they have to impart. This 
is what he means when he says the 
techniques he teaches were “paid 
for in blood”.

Just when eyes were widening 
at Farnam’s frank and sometimes 
grim remarks, he turned it over 
to his assisting instructors for 
comments. They reassured us 

that it wouldn’t be scary and they 
would help us all along the way 
to be safe and learn what they 
had to impart. And a nicer, more 
supportive group of instructors 
couldn’t be found. Each was 
well qualified to teach the DTI 
curriculum and their enthusiasm 
for teaching and devotion to the art 
of gunfighting was obvious. And, 
lest I paint John Farnam with too 
stern a brush, it was obvious, in 
spite of his no-nonsense approach 
to the serious subject of fighting 
with a gun, he was a caring person 
with a passion for teaching people 
how to protect the most precious 
gift we are given, our lives.

Our class consisted of all 
skill levels from first-time gun 
handlers to repeat students and 
instructors of the gun from other 
schools. Farnam split the class 
into beginning and intermediate/
advanced groups and let the 
students decide where they felt 
most comfortable starting out. 
He left it up to us, once we got 
started, to ask to change groups if 
we felt out of place for any reason. 
Farnam trusted instructors 
Joseph Bobovsky, Mike Clark 

and Mike Cole to work with the 
more experienced group while 
he worked with instructor Ted 
Sittner to introduce the newer 
shooters to his fighting skills. My 
husband, Tom, friends Gila Hayes 
and Melissa DeYoung and I went 
with the advanced group.

Farnam runs a hot range, 
which means that the students 
are responsible for keeping their 
guns loaded and ready to go at 
all times. We started with a slow 
concentration drill of placing 
6 shots in as tight a group as 
possible in the small head box 
of our targets. This diagnostic 
of trigger control let them know 
how much work they would be in 
for. It was a test of our ability to 
follow directions as well. We were 

expected to step sideways and 
draw at the command of “Gun!” 
Next came the challenge to our 
targets. They gave us the “tape 
loops” of: “Police! Don’t move! 
Drop the weapon!”

Farnam had explained that, 
whether we were police or not 
didn’t matter. It was proven to 

get the attention of bad guys 
and witnesses alike and could be 
explained as calling for police as 
well as announcing you might 
be police. A challenge with 
presentation of a gun can often 
stop a confrontation before it 
becomes necessary to shoot, 

especially when delivered in a 
good commanding voice.

At the whistle, we stepped 
sideways again and engaged 
the targets. The side-stepping 
had been proven through bitter 
experience to be preferential to 
being a still target. Challenging 
and stepping would be expected 
with every drill throughout class.

Next, we were shown how to 
reload our guns with magazines 
retained instead of dropped. It 
didn’t matter to the instructors 
whether we stashed partial and 
empty magazines in our pockets 
before or after we got a full 
magazine to replace them. This 
was adult education and whatever 

Serious Training with 
John Farnam

The author shoots from the array of students’ guns in the “battlefield 
pick-up” drill. Photos by Tom Walls.

John Farnam demonstrates 
with a replica “blue” gun while 
addressing the class on basic 
techniques.

The author works to lock the 
slide back using only the left 
hand.

Melissa DeYoung shows a proper 
unloading of her revolver.
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felt most natural to us to get the 
job done was OK with them. 
It was brought up that keeping 
the partial magazine could be 
a lifesaver if the fight was long 
lasting and round intensive or if 
you don’t venture out with a stack 
of magazines on you as you go 
about your daily routine. Though 
more time consuming by a tiny 
increment, it was best to practice 
the harder way for the times it 
might make a serious difference.

The pacing was well matched 
to the skill level of the students 
and the guns we had brought. 
We moved to multiple shots, 
loading from empty, malfunction 
clearing and shooting at swinging 
steel targets, all while keeping to 
protocols. Before we knew it, we 
were running on a timer and had 
passed DTI’s basic test.

We stayed on the range 
throughout the day and into 
the night for some low light and 
flashlight work.

Meals were taken together. Our 
hosts, Mike and Caroline Clark, 
treated us as honored guests to the 
wonderful private range they had 

built on their own property and 
had arranged for burgers grilled 
at lunch and pizza for dinner. We 
were all bonding into new friends. 
Mike Clark is a capable instructor 
and his wife, Caroline, was happy 
to have three more ladies to share 
her advanced class experience 
with as well as male friends old 
and new.

Well after dark, we straggled 
back to our motel rooms to clean 

up and rest for the second day, to 
begin at 9am Sunday morning.

Sunday began with Farnam 
showing how to put together 
a trauma kit for treatment of 
gunshot wounds, should it 
become necessary. DTI teaches 
a class on treatment of gunshot 
trauma. Farnam feels that serious 
shooters should all have this type 
of training as part of the whole 
concept of fighting with guns 
and should always be ready with a 
trauma kit at all times. Instructors, 
especially, need to know how to 
take care of injuries as accidents 
happen when handling dangerous 
implements like guns and it would 
be irresponsible not to be ready. I 
couldn’t agree more!

We began our shooting with the 
slow fire concentration drill again. 
Our instructors were pleased with 
the improvement we had all shown 
the day before and were happy to 
see that we hadn’t lost too much 
overnight.

Next up, the instructors got to 
exhibit their artistic abilities as 
they drew hostage pictures on our 

targets in front and just slightly 
to the right of the target head. 
The scenario would be coming 
around a corner during a situation 
in our homes to find an armed 
suspect with a loved one of ours 
as hostage. Rather than blast away 
frantically, we were to distract the 
bad guy with a new “tape loop”: 
“What do you want?”

This gives us a moment to assess 
while the bad guy either comes 
up with a request or continues 
to threaten harm. At the whistle, 
we were to shut the threat down 
with well-placed shots that would 
stop them without causing muscle 
spasms that would endanger 
the hostage. Accuracy would be 
crucial to our loved ones at this 
point. This understood, we all did 
very well.

We moved on to very close range 
firing from retention position. 
This was performed dominant 
hand only while the support arm 
wrapped our heads to deflect any 
incoming blows to some degree 
and keep that arm out of harms 
way from our own firearms. 

One-handed shooting with both 
dominant and non-dominant 

hands followed. 
The instructors demonstrated 

effective use of cover from 

kneeling, standing and prone, 
keeping back far enough from the 
cover to protect from ricochet and 
slowly working out to where they 
could see the target while most of 
their bodies remained obscured. 
Then, it was our turn to try 
shooting. We were encouraged to 
use the cover advantage to the best 
of our ability in the manner we 
might actually do so in real life.

We worked on one-handed 
manipulations of our unloaded 
guns that would become 
important if we lost the use of 
a hand in a fight. We tried the 
tricky task of locking our slides 
back with both only-right and 
only-left hands. They gave us 
some tips on how this might be 

We stayed on the range late Saturday evening to work on flashlight 
and low light techniques.

We set up double feed malfunctions and learned to fix them and get 
back into the fight.

Melissa DeYoung fires from a close retention position with her non-
dominant arm protecting her head.

Farnham Class
Continued on Page 45

The author works to flip the swinging arm target and earn her 
advanced defensive handgun pin from DTI.
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By Carolee Anita Boyles,
Contributing Editor

Many companies get their 
start when someone says, “I can 
do that!” That’s just how Shady 
Lady Shooting got started. Owner 
Dottie Nobles saw a need and 
knew she could meet it, and in 
that moment Shady Lady was 
born.

Nobles grew up on a cattle and 
sheep ranch near Kaycee, WY, 
where shooting and hunting were 
just a part of life. She had to use a 
lot of “men’s things” because she 
couldn’t find clothing and other 
products to fit her.

“I’m pretty tall, and a lot of girls’ 
things just didn’t work for me,” 
she said. 

As she matured, Nobles 
continued to hunt, and married 
a man who is as passionate about 
hunting as she is. 

“My husband can run down an 
elk, and that’s pretty darned rare,” 
she said. “We hunt deer, antelope 
and elk. And I’ve gotten a buffalo. 
That was pretty cool. In my entire 
family, I’m the only one who’s ever 
done that.”

About five years ago, Nobles’ 
daughter won a rifle at a women-
only sportsmen’s banquet.

“My daughter said, ‘Mom, they 

don’t make any pretty girls’ gun 
cases or other girl stuff ’,” Nobles 
said. “I looked at my guns, and I 
didn’t have any nice cases either, 
and I’d been looking. I hadn’t 
thought of creating anything like 
that until my daughter mentioned 
it. I’ve sewed all my life, and I 
said, ‘I can do that!’”

So, she did. She started making 
gun cases out of pretty pink and 
white camo patterns, and from 
there into a few other products 
with “girl appeal.” She also 
started making gun cases from 
rich brocades, fabrics that have a 
definite “boudoir” feel.

As demand for her products 

started to grow, orders outstripped 
her ability to sew them herself. 
Although Nobles has continued 
to do all the design work on her 
products, she soon turned to 
outsourcing to get the majority of 
them done.

“Most of them now are made in 
Maryland or in Spokane, WA,” 
she said. 

The choice of locations was 
partly an accident, Nobles said.

“I found the guy in Spokane 
by sending out letters saying I 
wanted to make these things,” 
she said. “I mentioned gaiters, 
and this guy wrote back and said, 
‘What size and how many?’ I was 
really impressed because he was 
the only person who knew what 
they were.” That manufacturer 
is a small company who’s a good 
match for Shady Lady Shooting.

Then another opportunity 
crossed Nobles’ path. Because of 
an association with the Wyoming 
Business Council, she had the 
opportunity to attend last year’s 

Shooting Hunting Outdoor Trade 
Show—the SHOT Show—in 
Las Vegas last January. While she 
was in the booth, the CEO of the 
company C. R. Daniels stopped 
by. C. R. Daniels is a major 
manufacturer of industrial fabric 

products from artist’s canvas to 
big fabric laundry carts on wheels.

“He looked at what we’re doing 
and said, ‘I can do that,’” Nobles 
said. “So we gave them a try. He 
was right, and they’re great!”

With two good manufacturers 
producing Shady Lady Shooting 
products, Nobles is starting to 

move beyond the few basic gun 
cases she started out with.

“By the 2014 SHOT Show, 
I’m hoping to have our line of 
concealed carry purses out,” she 
said. “We have gaiters being made 
now, and we’re planning to make 
bow cases in the future; we’ve had 
lots of requests for those.”

Nobles also is working on some 
new fabric designs.

“We have a zombie line coming 
out,” she said. “And next year 
we’ll have our own camouflage 
line also. I’m designing that 
now. It will be kind of girly, but 
we’re going to have a man’s dress 
camo also. I think we’re going 
to call it ‘Tux Camo.’” Nobles is 
considering starting to produce 
some clothing, although she said 
at this point any discussion of that 
is just speculation.

“If we do that we’ll have to start 
little, because we are little,” she 
said. “But I have high hopes for 
this company in the future.”

Women&Guns

Shady Lady Shooting:
“I Can Do That!”

Dottie Nobles afield with her dog and one of her cases.

Rifle and handgun cases from Shady Lady, including some brocade 
cases.

Close-up of Shady Lady logo.

Shady Lady’s fabric makes more 
than gun cases!
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get Shady up and running. We 
might even like to have our own 
stores. My ultimate dream is to 
have a chain of Shady Lady stores 
that deal with just girls.” In this 
dream, Nobles sees Shady Lady 
as providing for the needs of all 
outdoors women, not just hunters 
and shooters.

“It would be just girl stuff that 
would be really girl stuff, not just 
guy stuff remade for women,” 
Nobles said. 

Nobles hopes that early 2014 
will be the beginning of Shady 
Lady Shooting products being 
available across the country. She 
is planning to attend the annual 
SHOT Show in January with 
products ready to roll.

“I wasn’t quite ready at the 2013 
SHOT Show,” she said. “This 
year I will have plenty of product 
and I’m ready to jump on it.”

Shady Lady Shooting 
products can be found online at 
shadyladyshooting.com and on 
Facebook as Shady Lady Shooting. 

A few of her products are for sale 
through the website now, with 
more to follow in early 2014.

W&G

the 1989 SHOT Show was Smith 
& Wesson’s LadySmith revolver. 
Both the magazine and the gun 
had been gestating for some time 
before their official debuts.

The concept for a women’s 
firearms magazine had been 
Sonny’s idea, based on her own 
interests, her own personal 
experience, and her observation 
that she was not the only woman 
with an interest in guns.

Sonny attended the 1988 Gun 
Rights Policy Conference (the 
third GRPC) for Machine Gun 
News (she and that magazine 
were both based in Arkansas at 
the time). The grassroots activists 
attending GRPC confirmed 
her impression that there was a 
niche for the magazine she had 
in mind, and she received a lot of 
encouragement both from activists 
and leaders in the firearms civil 
rights movement. 

In the Fall of 1989 Sonny 
sold the title to the Second 
Amendment Foundation and 
moved to Washington State to 
continue to edit it, until 1991 
when she went to work for the 
National Rifle Association (NRA) 
for a few years on their Refuse 
to Be a Victim program, before 
going back to “civilian” life. (If 
you’re reading this, Sonny, drop 
us an email, we—and a bunch of 
other folks—would like to catch 
up with you.)

Although Nobles owns Shady 
Lady Shooting, her family helps 
her with it.

“My husband is a wonderful 
help, and I have three grown kids 
and their spouses,” she said. “So 
we have the Shady Lady Girls, 
and now we have the Grand Girls. 
And the son-in-laws and the son.

They’re all terrific. One of them 
does the website and my son and 
daughter-in-law just graduated 
with business degrees, so I’m going 
to put them to work. We’ll have 
Shady Lady North, Shady Lady 
South, and me in the middle.”

Right now, Shady Lady Shooting 

sells products from its website, 
and customers can find product 
in a few independent retail stores 
in Wyoming. Nobles’ high hopes 
for Shady Lady Shooting include 
running the company full time as 
it expands into a national market.

“I’d like to retire from my night 
job,” she said. “I’m a lab analyst 
at a soda ash mine in southwest 
Wyoming. And then we’d like to 

Rifle cases for the Chipmunk. A case for her daughter’s rifle was the 
inspiration for Nobles’ company. All Photos courtesy Shady Lady 
Shooting.

Brocade gun case showing interior detail.

Brocade gun cases made for the 
Cheyenne Frontier Days.

25 Years On:
Products That Made a Difference
By W& G Contributing Editor
Introduction by Peggy Tartaro

For anyone interested in a long 
version of the history of Women & 
Guns, I direct you to our website, 

womenandguns.com. But the fact 
that we are celebrating a quarter 
century prompted me to ask some 
of our Contributing Editors to 
give me a list of products that they 
thought made the biggest impact 

on women 
g u n o w n e r s 
in that same 
time frame.

Women & 
Guns’ official 
launch was 
F e b r u a r y 
1989. Sonny 
Jones, its 
creator, timed 
it to coincide 
with the 
S h o o t i n g , 
Hunting and 
O u t d o o r 
T r a d e 
( S H O T ) 
Show, the 
f i r e a r m s 
i n d u s t r y ’ s 
l a r g e s t 
g a t h e r i n g , 
at the time, 
held in late 
J a n u a r y 
or early 
F e b r u a r y 
(SHOT was 
only 10 itself 
at the time).

A l s o 
launching at Celebrating its 25th anniversary in 2014 is Smith & 

Wesson’s modern incarnation of the LadySmith.

Women&Guns
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S&W’s road to the modern 
LadySmith was probably a little 
longer. The company was aware 
that they had a good number of 
women customers, and that those 

women particularly liked many 
of S&W’s revolvers. The biggest 
complaints they received about 
their existing line were about gun 
fit. Unprecedented for a firearms 
manufacturer at the time, S&W 
put a lot of time, money and effort 
into researching a new handgun 
for women, before releasing the 
first of the new LadySmiths in 
1989.

The name “LadySmith” was 
one the company already owned, 
having marketed some small 
pocket or “muff” revolvers under 
that name at the turn of the 
previous century.

Things—things like new 
magazines and new guns—don’t 
happen in a vacuum. They don’t 
just spring from either a big 
company like Smith & Wesson or 
the mind of one woman overnight 

and they don’t appear out of thin 
air with the vague hope that 
anyone else would be interested 
in them. Both the magazine and 
the gun are, in a larger sense, a 

response to changes in American 
women’s lives that had been taking 
place in the approximately 20 
years prior to their introduction. 

More and more women 
were working, single heads of 
households, and even those in 
traditional relationships were 
taking a more active role in their 
family’s financial well-being, and, 
eventually, for all these women, 
across all social strata, the subject 
of home defense and personal 
protection was arising, and being 
addressed in a variety of ways.

The late 60s saw the beginning 
of more across-the-board interest 
in self-defense practices like karate 
and judo, and the many global 
variants. Women and children 
joined the ranks of those going to 
the dojo, and it’s rare not to drive 
more than a mile of suburban 

plaza frontage without seeing one 
or more outlet.

Firearms for home defense 
were also traditional—estimates 
have remained fairly steady at 
some type of gun in every other 
American household—but when 
the make up of “households” 
began to change dramatically, so 
did the types of firearms used for 
this purpose. Shotguns, in many 
ways, the perfect home defense 
gun, were less suited to urban 
homes, and could be unwieldy for 
unfamiliar operators.

Another big change took place 
in the 70s, women were joining 
police forces, first in cities, and 
later in less populated areas, 
and they were also beginning 
careers in the military. Of course 
there were women in police 
departments going back to the 
1930s, and women who served 
with distinction in wars dating 
back to antiquity, but the 1970s 
saw the first glimmer of military 
and law enforcement as careers for 
women.

Since the firearms market 
followed closely the law 
enforcement and military market, 
manufacturers with government 
contracts were beginning to 
realize that the market was slowly, 
but surely, changing.

In 1989 when Women & Guns 
began, there were only a handful 
of states that had legal provisions 
for carrying a concealed handgun 
outside the home. One of the 
earliest adopters of a statewide 
“shall issue” carry law was Florida, 
and one of the leading forces 
behind it was a woman—Marion 
Hammer, who still runs Unified 
Sportsmen of Florida and served 
two terms as NRA President 
in the 90s. (Hammer, too, was 

the driving force behind NRA’s 
wildly successful Eddie Eagle 
program, which has taught gun 
safety to millions of children in 
K-12 grades.)

It’s been a long, long road, 
but last year—forced by a court 
ruling—Illinois became the last 
state in the nation to allow some 
sort of concealed carry. Since 
the push for carry laws began in 
earnest in the 80s, most states have 
adopted the “shall issue” model, 
whereby legally qualified people—
regardless of race or gender—who 
pass that state’s criteria, must be 
issued a license. Shall issue is now 
the norm. There are two other 
variants—“Constitutional Carry,” 
as practiced in Vermont, Alaska, 

Wyoming and Arizona, which 
allow carry by any legally qualified 
person with licensing and so-called 
Discretionary Carry states (which 
include New York, California, 
New Jersey and Massachusetts), 
where the holdover practice is 
that a given licensing entity can 

Gun purses were among the first—and arguably most success-
ful—modern aftermark products for women gunowners. As a bonus, 
many, like these from Gun Toten’ Mama, were from women entrepen-
ures.

deny a carry permit based on the 
licensing authority’s “discretion.” 

What the decades-long journey 
to licensing fairness has produced 
is—surprise! Not a lot of “Wild 
West” shootouts—but a lot 
more people in the market for a 
handgun, including a lot more 
women.

As more and more women enter 
the marketplace for guns, the 
marketplace inevitably changes. 
So does the aftermarket.

Lyn Bates and Roger Lanny, 
who have been writing for Women 
& Guns since soon after its 
inception, and Diane Walls, who’s 
tenure with us started later, have 
given the idea of products that 
have made a difference in the last 

25 years a good deal of thought 
and come up with the ones they 
thought had the greatest impact. 
In one case, two women living 
at opposite ends of the country 
picked the exact same product, 
and in another, picked the same 
category of product. We invite 

readers to submit other products 
they feel deserve a place of honor. 
As we receive readers’ suggestions, 
we’ll publish them.

Gun purses started out as 
afterthoughts to the carry 
methods for men. First there 
were the fannypacks-for-carrying-
guns period, so long ago it was 
roughly contiguous with the early 
Paleolithic. Somehow, women 
were supposed to love this method. 
What woman would not love a 
pack that, worn in front, made 
her look pregnant, and, worn in 
back, well, you don’t really want 
to know. 

Next came the first gun purse 
period. Now there was an actual 
purse with a separate compartment 
for the gun, but usually not a 
purse you would want to be seen 
with. The gun compartments 
often closed with Velcro. Was 
the noise of it opening supposed 
to scare the bad guy away? Some 
Velcro eventually tired of doing 
its job, and let a gun escape. This 
was the time period that gave gun 
purses the reputation of being 
unavoidably ugly. 

Now there are so many gun 
purses to choose from, everyone 
should be able to find one that 
suits their aesthetic sensibility 
as well as their practical stuff-
carrying needs, their gun and 
their pocketbook. Velcro closures 
have been improved. Many purses 
have nice quiet zippers on the gun 
compartment, and many zippers 
have locks.

There are so many producers 
of gun purses that it becomes a 
wonderful adventure exploring 
their websites to find one with the 
right combination of beauty and 
practicality: Coronado Leather, 
Woolstenhulme, Galco, Gun 

Gun purses begat unisex messenger style bags, like the Tech Bag 
from Designer Concealed Carry, above.
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Tote’n Mamas, Border Leather, 
Roma Leather, Ladies Protection, 
Concealed Carry Lady, Secure 
Purse, Carry Chic, American 
West, and many, many others. 
(Bates)

Concealed carry purses have 
been available for many years. 
Recently, two companies owned 
by women have come into 
prominence by offering beautiful 
products that spare more than an 
afterthought to safely carrying a 
handgun. Both Claudia Chisholm 
of Gun Toten’ Mamas and Kate 
Woostenhume of Designer 
Concealed Carry are welcoming 
input from female shooters into 
how to improve the safety and 
accessibility of carrying a handgun 
in a purse. Both companies have 
developed designer looks that 
any woman, regardless of how 
discriminating in taste, can be 
proud to own and carry. Whether 
the unisex messenger bag is your 
thing, a sporty look, classic, wild 
or designer chic there will be 
something you’ll love to be found 
with either of these designers. 
Check them out. (Walls)

I’d add that gun purses 
evolved from the growing 
needs of women—and the 
entrepreneurially spirit of the 
women who needed them before 
they existed. Most of the early 
gun purses were from Mom & 
Pop companies—with emphasis 
on the “mom.” Women who 
were starting to legally carry felt 
the need themselves, and did 
something about it. They married 
their own skills (often sewing the 
purses themselves) to their own 
desire, and the purses first began 
appearing at gun shows, before 
eventually making their way to 
trade shows like SHOT. (Tartaro)

With the advent of more and 
more compact handguns (see my 
entry on “Compact Handguns” 
below), and higher and higher 
capacity magazines (assuming you 
live in a location where your rights 
haven’t been abridged), inserting 
sufficient rounds to top off that 
magazine has become more and 
more difficult. Many women with 
typical hand strength, or anyone 
with arthritis or similar issues, 
may well find loading magazines 
to capacity a task ranging from 
Herculean to impossible as the 
magazine spring compresses more 
and more.

Fortunately, since we are the 
tool-bearing and inventing 
mammals of the world, a solution 
to this problem was created 
and put into production. Some 
companies include a magazine 
loading tool with their firearms 
(such as the Glock loader seen 
around the magazine). For those 
pistols not so fortunate, there are a 
number of companies who fill the 
void. One of the best is the ADCO 

Super Thumb, which is available 
in different caliber and single or 
double stack configurations.

All these devices work in the 
same manner; they consist of 
a “hood” which slips over the 
magazine, and incorporate a 
plastic stud which depresses the 
top round, allowing you to readily 
insert the next. The beauty of this 
is that it allows you to utilize the 
force of your entire hand to push 
or pull down that top round, 
instead of solely relying on the 
limited strength in your thumb.

ADCO is even available 
on Amazon; how’s that for 
convenience? (Lanny)

Let’s face it, the world of women 
shooters needed a bra holster that 
worked. One that wasn’t a joke. 
One that wasn’t a lace-covered 
frou-frou. One that was made for 
women to use, not for men to look 
at. 

Lisa Looper, a former police 
officer, came up with this idea for 
a plastic clamshell that would hold 
a gun securely and discretely. It’s 

called the Flash-Bang. It attaches 
to a bra in the center, with different 
straps for different kinds of bras, 
B cup or larger, via a strong snap 
that will not accidentally come 
undone. The gun is positioned 
horizontally. The clamshell goes 
from the back of the trigger guard 
forward, so the trigger is safely 
covered. 

To draw, use one hand to pull 
your garment out of the way, the 
other to grab the grip and pull 
straight down. That opens the 
clamshell and releases the gun. 

Unlike many other methods 
of concealment for women, this 
is fast to draw from. It is also 
relatively easy to re-holster, and 
extremely concealable under a 
wide range of different kinds of 
clothing.

$49.95 is a very reasonable 

price for a holster that is molded 
specifically for your gun. It is 
available for more than 50 makes 
and models of guns, revolvers and 
semis. (Bates)

Cerisse Wilson, a young 
entrepreneur, creates her custom 
leather holsters with a woman’s 
needs in mind as well as a woman’s 
fashion sense for her company, 
Soteria Leather Holsters. She 
creates both inside the waistband 
and outside the waistband holsters 
for many models of firearms. 
Finishing touches like contrasting 
stitching in a wide range of colors, 
embossed designs and jeweled 
snaps allow the customer to 
add their own personal fashion 
statements to their carry gear. 
Check out the wide range of 
options available for you and your 
gun. (Walls)

Unfortunately, far too many 
women and girls who shoot or 
have tried firing shotguns or rifles 
have the same painful memories. 
Their husband, father, brother, 
or significant other takes them to 
the range to shoot his favorite rifle 
or shotgun. Minimal instruction 

occurs, and the poor novice 
goes away with either a bruised 
shoulder, bruised cheek, or both. 
Dislike and avoidance of shotguns 
ensues.

What happened? Well, aside 
from possibly poor or nonexistent 
instruction, the long arm was 
undoubtedly too big and/or too 
heavy to be effectively fielded by 
a small-statured individual. It 
is beyond the scope of this piece 
to include sufficient directions 
and instructions, but suffice to 
say that any individual should be 

Magazine loading became easier for women in those with diminished 
hand strength with the introduction of ADCO’s Super Thumb, and 
similar products.

Unmentionable no more, the Flash Bang finally got a bra-based hol-
ster right.

A young woman entrepreneur, 
Cerisse Wilson, creates custom 
leather4 holsetrs with fashion 
sense.

Remington 11-87 Shotgun with shorterlength of pull and shorter barrel helps fit women better than tra-
ditional shotguns—but may still need custom stock work.
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looking for the correct length of 
pull (LOP), the distance between 
the middle of the trigger to the 
end of the buttstock, for them (to 
be sure, there is more to fitting a 
longgun than solely LOP—but it 
is a very large factor). Most guns 
come through with a 13.5” or 14” 
LOP, while most women need one 
that is 12” or 12.5”, sometimes 
even less.

Getting the correct LOP is not 
as simple as an arm measurement, 
and ideally would be done with 
the assistance of a knowledgeable 

instruction, or a gun fitter.
Fortunately, manufacturers 

now produce so-called youth 
models, different calibers (a 20-
ga shotgun instead of a 12), and 
models specifically designed and 
built to reduce the forward weight 
of the longgun. Additionally, 
some arms have adjustable LOP to 
tailor-make a correct fit. While in 
others, you can change the stock, 
and/or the recoil pad. Sometimes 
an adjustable/collapsible stock is 
the answer. And they now come 
in colors, pink camo, for example, 

if that’s what you are looking for. 
Happy shooting. (Lanny)

The Elektra model from STI is 
designed with women in mind. 
This carry-sized Officers Model 
1911 is finished in brushed stainless 
on the slide and matte aluminum 
on the frame. Stylized serrations 
on the slide have a graceful look 
and excellent grip in the hand 
for manipulation of the gun. A 
ball-milled front strap treatment 
adds to the attractive look and 
positive grip feel. Pearlized grip 
panels come in your choice of 
smoky black, pink, ruby red, 
sapphire blue or royal purple with 
matching color enameled logos 
for a whole lot of pretty in your 
holster and in your hand. The 
short trigger and deeply undercut 
beavertail grip safety make it an 
easy fit to those with small hands. 
It’s available in either 9mm x 19 or 
.45ACP calibers, with an MSRP 
of $1472. (Walls)

In the beginning, there 
were handguns, large, manly 
handguns, and little, petite 
womanly guns. The former were 
for serious business, and the latter 

STI Elektra in purple, one of a new generation of women-friendly 
handguns.

Both Diane and Lyn picked Kathy Jackson’s Cornered Cat from among an armload of books by and about women 
gunowners produced in the last quarter century and their reviews/recommendations follow. The book, its related 
website and Jackson herself, no stranger to these pages, deserve attention. But a number of other titles deserve 
mention, starting with Paxton Quigley’s seminal Armed & Female. While that book’s first version is somewhat 
dated, it garnered a considerable amount of attention at the time and Quigley became one of the highest profile 
ambassadors for women gunowners in the general media. On the academic side, I’d like to mention Mary Zeiss 
Stange’s and Carol Oyster’s Gun Women, and in the photojournalism realm you can’t go wrong with Nancy Floyd’s 
She’s Got a Gun. Finally, although it has yet to produce a tie-in book (or, sadly, an action figure), a survey of women 
gunowners in the media would be incomplete without Cathryne Czubek’s documentary “A Girl and a Gun,” which 
Lyn reviewed in our July/August 2012 issue. (Tartaro)

rounds. It also has more of a religious 
bent than necessary, but those parts 
are easy to skip if you want to.

The best things about this book are:
It inspires attitude change toward 

self protection.
Chapters like “What Will I Tell My 

Mother?” and “The Embarrassing 
Questions Department” deliver their 
message with humor as well as useful 
information.

It has the most extensive compilation 
of issues and concerns that relate to 
the many varied body types of real 
women. Other books might have a 

For the Bookshelf x 2

Kathy Jackson, author, editor, 
instructor and well-known web 
presence, has expanded her reach 
into training courses for women 
only and co-ed. Her instructing 
for Firearms Academy of Seattle 
has given her an excellent basis 
for forming her own programs 
of shooting skills to take on the 
road. Her goal is to mentor other 
women to learn more and pass 
on what they’ve learned about 
the skills needed to defend their 
lives and loved ones from crime. 
Contact her to find out what she 
can bring to your area. (Walls)

It is hard to narrow down the 
hundreds (maybe thousands) 
of books that have been written 
about firearms in the last 25 years 
to just one recommendation, but 
I find myself leaning toward The 
Cornered Cat, because it covers 
so much more than just concealed 
carry, and because it is written by a 
very knowledgeable woman.

No book is perfect. This one 
misses an important point about 
purse carry—that if you are carrying 
a semi-auto and have to shoot right 
through the purse because you 
don’t have time to draw completely, 
your gun will jam after the first shot, 
while a revolver will let you fire all its 

chapter on concealed carry for 
women; this one has six. Fifteen 
carry options are discussed, with 
pros and cons for each; many 
brand names are named, suitable 
clothing for real women’s body 
parts are discussed. I defy any 
woman to be unable to find an 
acceptable method of concealed 
carry after studying this book. 

It thoroughly and accurately 
covers matters from social issues 
through legal ones, including 
how to choose a gun, safety and 
lots of information about how to 
practice. 

It is leavened throughout 
with the author’s personal 
experiences, both good and the 
I’ll-never-do-that-again mistakes 

that the reader can learn from.
It contains an excellent survey of 

legal issues. 
It has great information on 

choosing a gun, what it and 
associated gear will cost, very 
fair discussion of semi-autos vs. 
revolvers, and calibers.

It covers a lot of what you would 
learn in the classroom of a nationally 
ranked firearms school.

It has a lengthy, and therefore 
useful, glossary and index, $19.95 
(Kindle edition, $6.99) (Bates)25 Years of Products

Continued on Page 36

Bushmaster and other firms offer adjustable stocks and shorter barrels on their rifles.
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ammunition. This is especially 
evident in the design of defensive 
handgun ammunition, which has 
seen its effectiveness increase by 
leaps and bounds. So much so, 
in fact, that, say, today’s 9mm 
defensive ammunition is thought 
by most to be as effective as the 
much larger round of yesterday, 
perhaps even better. Less recoil, 
good efficacy.

I suggest mid-range weight 
9 mm (not 115g nor 147g) and 
not +P (for better controllability 
in light compacts). Several that 
come to mind are: Federal HST; 
Remington Golden Saber, and 
Speer Gold Dot.

I don’t want to re-ignite the 
fabled 9 vs. 45 and/or faster vs. 
slower flame wars, so I will just 
present my thoughts. PLEASE do 
not write me or W&G—YMMV, 
and that is just fine.

Note that there are many other 
fine brands of reliable self-defense 
ammunition on the market. It is 
incumbent upon each individual 
to both decide which ammunition 
they should carry for self-defense, 
and also to completely vet that 
ammunition in their carry firearm 
for 100% reliability, accuracy, and 
controllability. (Lanny)

Marty Hayes, longtime trainer 
in armed defense and Director of 
the Firearms Academy of Seattle, 
decided to undertake a law degree 
in order to form the Armed 
Citizen’s Legal Defense Network 
for the benefit of all membership 
in the event of involvement in 
a defensive shooting. Through 
his studies of Judicious Use of 
Deadly Force, with Massad 
Ayoob, and work as an expert 
witness in legal cases involving 
defensive use of firearms, Marty 
realized a need for this type of 

resource network that wasn’t 
being met. His purpose is to 
provide education in use of deadly 
force issues as well as a network 
of resources in the training and 

legal professions that could 
help a member develop a court 
defense for a justifiable shooting 
should it become necessary. The 
network uses membership dues 
to keep a fund to aid in defraying 
legal expenses for members with 
legitimate cases of self defense. 
Marty is quick to point out that 
this is not an insurance product 
but, rather, a resource group that 
can come to the financial aid 
of members and act as expert 
witness support in the event 
of litigation. The educational 
materials sent to members upon 
joining are, in themselves alone, 
worth the membership dues of 
$125 per year. The peace of mind 
that comes with having the best 
experts in the field available and 
referrals to legal practitioners 
that know how to mount an 
affirmative defense is priceless. 
(Walls)
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were for discrete, last chance uses 
and tucked in tiny bag purses or 
stuck into garter belts.

Well, women have just as serious 
needs as men do, perhaps more so 
at times. So, fast forwarding—
manufacturers, seeing both a 
need in their customers, and a 
marketing opportunity, started 
offering smaller models in their 
lineup, yet chambered in the same 
calibers as their full-sized guns.

At first they were all metal, 
heavy, and suffered occasional 
reliability issues. Today, with the 
inclusion of polymers, aluminum 
and titanium, and with better 

manufacturing techniques 
and firearms operational 
understanding, smaller handguns 
which are both reliable and 
concealable are at hand. Several 
of these are shown in the 
accompanying photo: Glock 19; 
Kahr PM9/CM9, and Ruger LC9. 
There are many others.

Most of these are single stack, 
which creates the dual benefit 
of being more concealable, and 
also fitting smaller hands with 
less of a trigger reach. Others, 
although incorporating double-
stack magazines for capacity, now 
have interchangeable back-straps 
to accommodate a wide range of 
hand sizes. Some prime examples 
of these are the Gen 4 Glocks, 
the Smith & Wesson M&P line 
(except the Shield) and other fine 
brands. Do insure that the built-
in finger grooves on some models 
fit your hand and help your grip 
rather than compromise it. (

And, with newer handguns, 
come newer ammunition.

In the good old days, people 
eventually found out that many 
types of ammunition in general 
use for self-defense or police work 
didn’t do what they were tasked to 
do—to whit—stop an assailant’s/
aggressor’s violent actions. Over 
the years, it was discovered that 
bigger bullets, or rounds traveling 
faster, were more effective in this 
critical task. Of course, when one 
fires such a round, one experiences 
more and more recoil as the size 
and/or the speed of said bullet 

increases. And larger size bullets 
mean that for a given size gun 
(you DO want it to be concealed, 
don’t you?), you get to carry fewer 
and fewer rounds.

Increased recoil tends to be 
inimical to both accuracy, and 
achieving a short amount of time 
between delivering one accurate 
shot and the next. Defensive carry 
recommendations went from .25 
and .380 to .38 Special to 9 mm 
to 45 ACP to the new kid on the 
block—the .40 S&W. And, of 
course, smaller guns weigh less. 
Unfortunately, one can’t get away 
from physics—the lighter the 
firearm, the more the perceived 
recoil.

Luckily for all of us, 
manufacturers have improved all 

Shameless Self Promotion
Want to know what 25 years of the best source of information for women 

who shoot looks like? Here it is. I have virtually every issue of my favorite 
magazine for whole period. Quite a resource, isn’t it? 

Most of you have come later than me to the world of guns. Many of 
you do things with guns that I haven’t gotten around to: Cowboy Action 
Shooting and hunting are just 
two examples. But if I want to try 
those things, or you want to 
know more about guns and 
the women who use them in 
so many ways, Women&Guns 
is the go-to source for that 
information. 

When you renew your 
subscription, think about 
another woman or girl in your life 
who might be interested, 
too, and give this gift to them. 
Women&Guns has been one 
of the best things for women 
shooters for the last 25 years. 
With your continued interest 
and support, it will continue to fulfill that role for the next 25. (Bates)

25 Years of Products
Continued from Page 37

Compact handguns, generally with single-stack magazines and to-
day’s highy-quality ammunition have revolutionized concealed carry.

Premium 9mm ammunition, like 
this from Black Hills, is  now 
readily available.

The Armed Citizen’s  Legal De-
fense Network is a new kind of 
gunowner membership organiza-
tion.
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it. Introducing Women to the 
Shooting Sports events, writing 
and speaking about gun rights and 
the women who own guns, have 
been modestly effective. Showing 
that the people who use guns are 
normal, every day people is the 
main thrust of my arguments. 
Still, we win converts only one at 
a time.

If we want more women 
involved in an activity it must 
have shoes. Sure, if you hunt 
there are boots; if you engage in 
Cowboy Action there are myriad 
foot coverings. But, imagine if 
there were shooting shoes. When 
I was young, we had “sneakers.” 
They morphed into “tennis 
shoes.” When running became the 
rage, things exploded. Now there 
are “running shoes” for inside, 
outside, on pavement, off-road, up 
hill, walking, jogging, jogging on 
various surfaces. Imagine if you 
walked into a shoe store and there 
were “shooting shoes” on the racks 
on the wall!

W&G

Making a Difference

By Genie Jennings,
Contributing Editor

For the first time since joining 
the writing staff at Women & 
Guns Magazine, I was offered an 
“assignment.” What are five of the 
most important innovations for 
women in the gun world over the 
past 25 years? Just so you don’t 
waste your time, this is a warning 
that I am not the Hardware 
Woman. I am the Political 
Woman. That means I am not 
even the nuts-and-bolts Legal 
Woman, just an Idea Woman. 
Still I am a woman, and as such I 
am observant.

The Number One innovation 
in my opinion is the laser sight. 
Male or female, big or small, 
being able to see exactly where 
one’s gun is pointed is incredible. 
This is especially true for the 
sight challenged by which I am 
not implying impaired. I have 
always been near-sighted, and 
as time progresses I am relying 
more and more on reading glasses. 
My clearest vision is just where 
my front sight is located with 

Accessorize! Basic Black! 
(Sigh) Still No Shoes!

The Stylish Woman’s Guide
my arms extended. We all adjust 
either our sights or our shooting 
to accommodate to the way a 
particular gun “shoots,” but it 
is fantastic to have a device that 
lets one know precisely where the 
barrel is aimed.

Hands down the greatest 
innovation for women, and 
Number Two on my list is the 
Concealed Carry Purse. CCPs 
come in a variety of styles and sizes 
and are the most sensible, usable 
accessory available. Bulky sweaters 
and jackets, fanny packs are things 
of the past for the woman who 
needs protection. Obviously, there 
are serious considerations of how 
to carry a gun in one’s purse and 
be able to observe the safety rules 
of always having the gun pointed 
in a safe direction and knowing 
your target and what is beyond. 
However, there are always serious 
considerations when carrying.

I am predominately a handgun 
shooter, although friends are 
constantly encouraging me to 
branch out. Finally, I have found a 
long gun that meets my needs. As 
a small, very, very late middle-aged 
(my designation not actuarial) 
female I have several requirements 
to make a rifle something I would 
relish owning and using.

First, a pistol grip gives me more 
control. I have found it extremely 

difficult to hold a longgun on the 
same hand that I am using to pull 
the trigger. A pistol grip is held in 
the same manner as my handgun, 
and totally secure.  I can fire the 
rifle almost as if it were a handgun, 
with only a slight change in the 
way I use my supporting hand.

Second, lightweight materials 
and a process that provides 
energy-absorption to reduce the 
kickback after firing are now 
available. Weight is a critical 
factor in the comfort of shooting 
various firearms. A heavier gun 
absorbs more of the energy created 
by the explosion that sends the 
bullet hurtling through the barrel. 
There is that “equal and opposite” 
force we learned about in physics 
class with which to contend. For 
a smaller person with less upper-
body strength it is very important 
to find a gun that is light enough 
to hold but still capable of 
absorbing enough of the forces so 
that it remains in control

Third, an adjustable length is 
beneficial. Manufacturers have 
always offered custom made 
stocks so consumers can be fit 
perfectly, but it is very difficult 
to share a longgun, when one is 
small. A delightful aspect of the 
gun community is the willingness 
of so many to let others try their 
firearms. However, size matters 

both in length and weight, and it 
is rarely possible to get a good idea 
of what a particular item would 
be like when it is too long to hold 
properly.

Happily, my innovations 
Numbers One, Three, Four, 
and Five can all be found in one 
lovely product: the AR-style rifle. 
(I chose the Sig Sauer R716 .308 
for the Grand Prize in my gun 
club’s annual 30 Guns in 30 Days 
Raffle precisely for these features 
although at over 9 pounds, I 
thought it too big for me. It was 
also, and, I will admit, primarily 
as a strong political statement, 
because I am, after all, the Political 
Woman) The Bushmaster C-15 
at 5.1 pounds is the number one 
item on my personal Wish List. 
After all, every woman should 
have a Basic Black gun.

Innovations that make life nicer 
for women are not necessarily 
created with women in mind. 
Except for the carry purse, 
everything on my list is unisex in 
nature. It is not necessary to make 
things specifically for us; we find 
what we need.

However, manufacturers, do 
not make us wait another quarter 
century! We need shoes!

If we are to maintain our right to 
keep and bear arms, we must have 
the support of the women of the 
country. At this time the majority 
of women are against gun owners. 
Slowly, they are being awakened, 
but there has been a concerted 
effort for decades to inculcate fear 
of guns and by extension those 
who own and use them.

Normalizing gun ownership 
has been my goal from the time I 
realized I had to do more than just 
know what was right; that it was 
imperative to do something about 

Outgoing New York City Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg, co-founder 
and financial angel for Mayors 
Against Illegal Guns (MAIG), may 
claim he helped an anti-gunner 
win the governor’s race in Virginia. 
However, he has to have some 
private concerns about losses among 
the ranks of his followers.

The National Rifle Association’s 
Institute for Legislative Action 
reported on at least three races—two 
in Pennsylvania and one in North 
Carolina—where mayors who 
aligned themselves with Bloomberg 

Three Anti-Gun Mayors
Lose Reelection Bids

lost their reelection bids on Nov. 5.
Tom Donaldson won the Butler, 

PA, mayoral race by earning 66% 
of the popular vote and handily 
defeating anti-gun incumbent 
Mayor Margaret D. Stock. “The 
defeat of this anti-gun extremist 
marks a huge victory for Second 
Amendment supporters and 
sportsmen,” the NRA reported.

As mayor, Maggie Stock proudly 
aligned herself with an anti-gun 
MAIG, that promotes gun bans 
and increased restrictions on law-
abiding gunowners. 

By contrast, Mayor-elect 
Tom Donaldson is a retired 
law enforcement officer who is 
committed to advancing public 
safety. But he also understands that 
law enforcement cannot be there all 
the time and law-abiding citizens 
should be able to own and possess 
firearms that will help protect 
themselves and their loved ones.

And in Chambersburg, PA, after 
a highly contested mayoral race, 
pro-gun candidate Darren Brown 
defeated anti-gun incumbent 
Mayor Pete Lagiovane, a huge 
victory for Second Amendment 
supporters.

Mayor-elect Brown stated “the 
very, very first thing I’d like to do 
is get Chambersburg off the Mayors 
Against Illegal Guns list.”

In North Carolina, Morrisville 
City Councilman Mark Stohlman 
defeated anti-gun incumbent 
Mayor Jackie Holcombe, another 
MAIG supporter.

Mayor-elect Stohlman has 
pledged to defend the Second 
Amendment rights of responsible 
gunowners in Morrisville, and can 
be counted on to oppose efforts for 
increased restrictions on the right to 
keep and bear arms. 

W&G

Women&Guns
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LegallySpeaking

Self-Defense

By Karen L. MacNutt,
Contributing Editor

The use of force against another 
without some type of legal 
justification is a crime. Disliking a 
person, disagreeing with them, or 
being insulted is not a justification 
for using force. Defending yourself 
or another from an attack, however, 
might be a legal justification. The 
justified use of force against an 
attacker to protect yourself from 
harm is called “self defense.” Self-
defense is a basic human right held 
by all free people. 

Someone who, without 
justification, initiates the use of 
force against another is called 
the “aggressor.” What “justifies” 
someone initiating the use of force 
so that they are not an aggressor? 
The most common reason 
would be someone acting under 
government authority such as a 
policeman making an arrest. The 
person being arrested has the duty 

to submit to lawful authority. He 
does not have a right of self-defense 
under most circumstances. 

The person against whom 
unlawful force is directed, is 
called the victim. The victim has 
the right of self-defense; that is the 
right to use force to “fight back.”

Generally the person who 
throws the first punch, or first 
attempts the use of force, is the 
aggressor. For example:

1. Mary is walking down the 
street. Joe walks up to her and 
punches her. Joe is the aggressor, 
Mary is the victim. Joe used 
violence first.

2. Mary is walking down the 
street. Joe walks up to her and 
calls Mary bad names. He says 
he is going to post her picture 
on the Internet with unflattering 
statements. Mary slaps Joe. Mary 
is the aggressor. Although Joe was 
obnoxious, he offered no physical 
violence to Mary. Joe’s provocative 
acts may help to reduce Mary’s 
punishment for violating the law, 
but they do not justify Mary’s use 
of force. 

3. Mary is walking down the 
street. Joe walks up to her and 
punches her. Mary knocks Joe to 
the ground and continues to beat 
him. Mary is still the victim. Joe 
pleads with her to stop and offers 
Mary no further resistance. Mary 
continues to beat Joe. Mary may 
be using excessive force if a court 
finds that Joe had stopped his 
assault and was no longer a threat 
to Mary. Mary’s continued beating 
of Joe may not be protected as self-
defense. If Joe tries to run off and 
Mary chases after him, then Mary 
becomes the aggressor. 

4. Joe’s five-year-old child slaps 
Mary on the arm. Mary hits him 
with a baseball bat. The amount 
of force used by Mary was both 
inappropriate and excessive given 
the circumstances. Mary’s use of 
force is not legally justified.

5. Mary is walking down the 
street. A stranger runs towards her 
screaming something.

Can Mary use force against the 
stranger? It depends. The stranger 
may be asking for help or trying 
to warn Mary of some danger. 
His comments may be directed at 
another party. His actions are not 
clear enough for Mary to use force.

If someone makes a clear verbal 
threat of a current intent to cause 
bodily harm to the victim and 
combines that with an act which 
would cause a reasonable person 
to believe the aggressor has the 
means to carry out the threat and 
an immediate intent to carry out 
the threat, then the victim may 
have the right to use force in self-
defense before he or she is actually 
physically attacked. 

6. Mary is walking down the 
street. Joe, her obnoxious ex-
boyfriend, is on the other side of 
the street. He yells to her shaking 
his fist, “You **@^!. Some day, 
Pow, right in the kisser!” He then 
walks away. Joe may be guilty of 
harassment, or stalking depending 
on the circumstances, but Mary 
does not have the right to use 
force against him. There was no 
movement toward Mary. Joe was 
too far away to be able to hit her 
with his fist and, the comment, 
“someday” is not an expression of 
a current intent.

7. Mary is walking down the 
street. On the other side of the 
street is a stranger with a golf 
club who yells out, “Give me your 
money or I will hit you with the 

club.” This is an attempted armed 
robbery. Mary does not yet have 
the right to use force because the 
stranger has not moved towards 
her and is too far away to be able 
to carry out his threat. 

8. In response to the stranger’s 
demand, Mary pretends she does 
not see or hear him. He yells out, 
“What are you deaf?? Give me 
your money.” Mary keeps walking 
away. The stranger starts to walk 
toward Mary but is not yet close 
enough to carry out his threat. 
Does Mary have the right of self-
defense? It depends. 

In some states a victim is required 
to retreat from a confrontation if 
he or she can do so safely before 
using force in self-defense. The 
key words are, “If he or she can do 
so safely.”

Other states do not require the 
potential victim to retreat before 
he or she may use force in self-
defense. The division between 
states that have a duty to retreat 
and those that do not, sometimes 
called “stand your ground,” has 
been around for a long while. In 
many areas “stand your ground” 
is not a statute but is part of the 
“common law.” Common law 
consists of ancient principles of 
English law, often the customary 
law in a community, as understood 
and described by judges.

There is a lot of misunderstanding 
about the “stand your ground” 
concept. It does not allow you to 
chase after someone you feel is a 
threat. It simply states that if you 
have been threatened, you do not 
have to leave the area before you 
can use force to defend yourself. It 
does not allow for a “preemptive” 
strike nor does it permit force to 
be used in a punitive fashion or to 
justify a “citizen’s” arrest.

In example 8, whether Mary 
would be justified in the use of 

force depends upon the law in the 
state in which the incident occurs. 
In duty-to-retreat states, Mary 
would be expected to attempt to 
leave the area if she could do so 
safely. It is never safe to move from 
a populated, or well lit area, into 
a dark and deserted area. Some 
factors to be considered are: how 
close is Mary to a place of refuge 
such as her car or a building where 
she could lock out the aggressor or 
get help? How fast is her assailant 
closing the distance between him 
and Mary? How mobile or healthy 
is Mary? Who might be available 
to help Mary? If Mary is next to 
the police station, she should go 
in and ask for help. If she is in the 
middle of the Appalachian Trail 
all by herself, there probably is no 
place to retreat to.

How close may the stranger 
come to Mary before she is 

justified in using force? That is a 
question for the jury. Each case is 
different. If she acts when he is too 
far away, she risks losing her claim 
of self-defense. If she waits until 
he is too close, she may not be able 
to defend herself successfully. 

Deadly force is that amount of 
force which is apt to cause death 
or serious bodily injury. A deadly 
weapon is any object which, if used 
against another, could cause death 
or serious bodily injury. Generally 
you may not use a deadly weapon 
to defend yourself unless you are 
defending yourself from the use of, 
or the threat to use, deadly force 
against you. Although we tend to 
think of guns and knives as deadly 
weapons, golf clubs, rocks, bottles, 

Women&Guns
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fatal to the person you might not 
have justification to shoot yet. It 
is much safer for all concerned 
to keep that finger off the trigger 
until, as I keep saying, your sights 
are on target and you have made 
the decision to shoot. 

“Most people tend to twist the 
pistol high and right under stress. 
Aim low.”

False. Most people jerk the 
trigger under stress, which pulls 
the shots low. Right handed 
people tend to pull the muzzle 
low and right, left handed people 
put it low and left. Where you 
should aim can change depending 
on circumstances. I can’t quarrel 
with the Glock girl aiming high, 
where she expected the bulk of 
the man coming through her 
door to be. 

“If you point a gun at someone, 
better use it since its a myth that 
the sight of a gun is enough to 
scare most people.”

False. If you point a gun at 
someone, be prepared to fire it, 
but you probably won’t have to. 
Gary Kleck, one of the researchers 
who has seriously studied gun 
issues, found that in 99% of 
situations where a citizen draws 
a gun against a perpetrator, the 
perpetrator is deterred without 
the citizen having to fire a shot.

“Silly woman didn’t even do a 
chamber check.”

“We were trained to do a 
mag check & chamber check 
every time we uncase a pistol. 
Otherwise she did just fine.”

Mag and chamber checks are 
administrative actions that are 
excellent in situations where you 
have a lot of time, such as after 

you have cleaned a gun, or when 
you are uncasing one at the range, 
or putting one in your lock box. 
The Glock girl was in a situation 
where seconds counted. Taking 
time for this administrative 
action would not have been a 
good thing. 

Robert Farago wrote a scathing 
blog titled Self-Defense Tip: 
Don’t Do What the Glock Girl 
Did. He dissected everything he 
could find wrong with the home 
security, personal security, and 
tactics in the commercial. It is a 
masterful analysis, including the 
number of seconds it took her to 
get her gun, but come on guys, it 
was a commercial, not a training 
film. 

Her house had to have the 
flimsiest lock, so he could rattle 
it threateningly and then break in 
dramatically. She had to have no 
holster, because the real clothes 
that a real holster would have 
required would have ruined the 
“sexy babe” vibe that was there to 
get the attention of male viewers. 
She might have gone to get her 
gun sooner, and kept it in her 
hand rather than setting it down 
beside her, but those are minor 
quibbles. 

See for yourself What the Glock 
Girl Did, and decide whether it is 
a training film, a cautionary tale, a 
personal protection disaster, or an 
effective/ineffective commercial.

Glock ads vary from very 
serious to even funnier than the 
“Wrong Girl” one, all with R. 
Lee Ermy. Check YouTube for 
Wrong House, Wrong Man, 
Wrong Convenience Store, and 
Wrong Diner. 
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Defensive Strategies
Continued from Page 11

accomplished and let us work it 
out for ourselves with our guns 
under their watchful eyes. This 

administrative task is the most 
difficult to accomplish with one 
hand and, if we could do it, 
any other manipulations would 
be easy by comparison.It was 
time for the testing to begin. To 
earn an advanced DTI pin, we 
had to shoot one of the heavy 
steel double-headed swing-arm 
targets in such a way as to get 
it to flip completely over, while 
following all the procedures 
we’d been taught, moving after 
every four shots, reloading and 
fixing malfunctions as required, 
all within 20 seconds. We could 
try as many times as we needed 
to get it done. Needless to say 
it wasn’t as simple as it might 
sound. Accuracy and catching 
the timing of that swinging bar 
just so while not forgetting to 
follow the rules was a serious 

Farnham Class
Continued from Page 27

challenge! One by one, we got 
it while we fought frustration to 
stay calm.

To make up for the hard work 
of testing, our final drill was 
“battlefield pick-up.” Students set 

out their guns and ammo sources 
and let their classmates try them, 
with their different action types, 
sights and controls on the steel 
swingers. It was a fun way to end 
the shooting day.

Farnam concluded with 
encouragement and praise. He 
urged us to work to keep fresh the 
skills we had learned. Each of his 
instructors was given the chance 
to give us some final words as 
well. It was on each of their faces 
that they were doing what they 
loved by sharing what they knew 
with us and that the best part to 
them was seeing the progress we 
had all made. 

Tom, Gila, Melissa and I 
returned to the rainy side of the 
mountains feeling that we had 
made some wonderful new friends 
on the East side of the state. We 

had enjoyed shooting together and 
learning new skills to integrate 
into our self defense toolboxes.

Special thanks to Dr. Joseph 
Bobovsky, who coordinated the 
class and came to help instruct on 
crutches post surgery on his lower 
leg. Also to Mike and Caroline 
Clark for sharing your home 
range, time and knowledge.

Mike Cole and Ted Sittner, your 
love for the art of handgunning 
came across loud and proud. Your 
kindness and encouragement 
matched your enthusiasm. I 
enjoyed spending range time with 
you.

Most of all, thank you John 
Farnam for sharing your vast 
knowledge in practical, down-
to-earth techniques. You are 
the real deal, no pretensions no 
compromises.

W&G
The author shoots steel plates for the basic test.

SAFE Act
Continued from Page 8

certified by the superintendent 
of the State Police, which 
administers the SAFE Act. Then 
it can start 30 days after that.

“This is not ready to go live 
in January, or we’ll have an 
Obama-like website,” Lawrence 
Keane, senior vice president and 
general counsel for the National 
Shooting Sports Foundation, 
told the Times-Union.

W&G

SAFE Act Opposition
Helps NY Sheriff Win

”Four words that he uttered at a 
news conference last May helped 
Timothy B. Howard win a third 
term as Erie County sheriff,” is 
the way The Buffalo News’ Dan 
Herbeck opened his Nov. 6 story.

The words were “I won’t enforce 
it,” meaning the contentious 
SAFE Act pushed by Gov. Andrew 
Cuomo (D) that has outraged gun 
owners.

“The support of angry firearms 
owners helped the Republican 
sheriff to a big win … over his 
Democratic Party opponent, 
retired Sheriff ’s Deputy Richard 
E. Dobson, and Sheriff ’s Lt. 
Bert D. Dunn, a Law and Order 
Party candidate who lost the 
Democratic nomination in the 
September primary.

Late election night, a jubilant 
Howard thanked his supporters 
and leaders of the Republican and 
Conservative parties for helping 
him win. He said people all over 
Erie County have thanked him for 
his stand on the gun issue.

W&G
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ResourceDirectory
Sources for Choosing an 
Instructor, Page 12 

Sylvia Hall
5001 Carpenter Dr., Dept. WG
Crestwood, KY 40014
502-222-2157
Thall8762@bellsouth.net 

Michelle Ressell
Arquilla Field House
225 Park Dr., Dept. WG
Glenwood, IL 60425
708-872-7226
nraclasses@aol.com 

Gerard Tramontano
The Gun Place
4699 N. Federal Highway
Suite 101B, Dept. WG
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
954-615-7456
thegunplace@yahoo.com 

Sources for John Farnam feature, 
Page 25

Defense Training International, 
Inc.
737 S. Lemay Ave., Ste B-4-337
Dept. WG
Ft. Collins CO 80524
970-482-2520
defense-training.com

Sources for Shady Lady feature 
Page 28
Shady Lady Shooting
260 Hackberry Street
Green River, WY 82935
307-875-2923
shadyladyshooting.com

Sources for 9mm feature, Page 16

Bedair Machine Works
guiderods.com

Black Hills Ammunition
PO Box 3090, Dept. WG
Rapid City, SD 57709

black-hills.com

Ted Blocker Leather
9438 SW Tigard St., Dept. WG
Tigard, OR 97223
tedblockerholsters.com

CZ-USA 
P.O. Box 171073, Dept. WG
Kansas City, KS 66117 
800-955-4486
cz-usa.com

Federal Ammunition
900 Ehlen Dr., Dept. WG
Anoka MN 55303
800-322-2342
federalpremium.com

Glock
6000 Highlands Pwy., Dept. WG
Smyrna, GA 30082
glock.com

Hornady
PO Box 1848, Dept. WG
Grand Island NE 68803
hornady.com

Kahr
130 Goddard Memorial Dr.
Dept. WG
Worcester, MA 01603
Kahr.com

Kel Tec Industries
1505 Cox Rd, Dept. WG 
Cocoa FL 32926
keltecweapons.com

SCCY Industries
1800 Concept Court, Dept. WG
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
866-729-7599
sccy.com

Smith & Wesson
2100 Roosevelt Ave., Dept WG 
Springfield, MA 01104
smith-wesson.com

Stoeger

stoegerindustries.com

Talon Holsters
550 Commerce Blvd,
Dept. WG
Midway Florida
talontraininggroup.com

Taurus International Firearms
16175 NW 49th Ave.
Dept. WG
Hialeah, FL 33014
taurususa.com

WC Wolff
Gunsprings.com

Sources for 25 Years of Products 
feature, Page 31

adcodist.com

armedcitizensnetwork.org

black-hills.com

corneredcat.com

designerconcealedcarry.com

federalpremium.com

flashbangholster.com

galcogunleather.com

glock.com

guntotenmamas.com

itsinthebag.com

kahr.com

mygunpurses.com

remington.com

ruger.com

soterialeather.com

stiguns.com

womenandguns.com
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cars, and an unlimited number 
of every day objects can be used 
as a deadly weapon. A person’s 
hands are generally not considered 
“deadly weapons.” A person can, 
however, with their hands alone, 
inflict deadly force upon another. 
For example, someone who tries 
to strangle another, or pounds 
someone’s head against the 
ground, is using deadly force but 
not a deadly weapon. 

Once you have been attacked, 
you may use any amount of 
reasonable force to defend 
yourself. You do not have to meet 
force with equal force. If someone 
attacks you with a screw driver, 
or a club, or a knife, or any other 
deadly weapon or application of 
deadly force, you may use a gun 
for self-defense. You do not have 
to submit to a beating before 
using force to defend yourself. 
The question will be, however, 
was the person really attacking 
you and was the force being used 
against you really bad enough for 
you to take the steps you took? 

You may not continue to use 
force against an aggressor once 
the encounter has ended or the 
aggressor is no longer a threat. 
After you shoot someone and they 
stop moving, it is not a good idea 
to reload and keep firing. 

If you shoot someone, even if 
you are legally justified, your life 
will never be the same. You will 
spend massive amounts of money 
trying to prove your actions were 
justified. Your integrity will be 
questioned. Some district attorney 
will call you a vigilante. Some 
newspaper will call you a racist, 
or a baby killer. You will not be 
able to leave your home without 

a “journalist” sticking a camera 
in your face. Your employer will 
probably fire you and no one will 
let their children play with yours. 

Your absolute best defense is to 
avoid situations that could lead to 
a confrontation. Do not socialize 
with bad-tempered people. Walk 
away from abusive relationships 
before they go too far. You cannot 
reform people. Be careful when 
you go out at night. Lock the 
doors of your car. Be alert to what 
is going on around you. No matter 
what the law says, always walk 
away from trouble when you can. 
Do not argue with people. By all 
reports, society in the Old West, 
where everyone carried a gun, 
was very polite. Drive defensively. 
Getting angry at bad drivers is not 
worth the trouble you could get 
into by venting your true feelings. 
Learn how not to be a victim.

Many of the bad people of this 
world are very streetwise. If you 
display a gun or threaten to use a 
gun against them, they will run to 
the police to tell their story first. 
They will claim to be the victim. 
You will be the crazy person with 
the gun. Because you have the gun, 
the police will arrest you. Because 
you have the gun, a court will 
probably find you guilty of assault 
with a deadly weapon, even if you 
never pointed it at anyone. Assault, 
after all, is simply putting someone 
in fear of an unlawful touching. 

When you think about carrying 
a gun for self-defense, think about 
the circumstances in which you 
would be justified in using it. Many 
situations develop so unexpectedly 
that there is no time to think, 
only time to react. Each situation 
is different. If someone grabs you 
from behind or charges towards you 
with ax upraised or is shooting at 
you, you have to react instantly with 
as much force as it takes to stop the 

attack. Many encounters, however, 
are not that dramatic or clear.

With the possible exception 
of a potential animal attack, 
warning shots should never be 
fired because: 1. They could hit 
a bystander and 2. In the time 
it takes you to recover from the 
shot, your assailant could be on 
top of you and 3. You are not 
justified in threatening force 
unless you would be justified 
in using force. Never threaten 
force if you are not justified, and 
prepared to use force. 

There are times when verbal 
warnings should be given. In your 
home, you should try to give three 
verbal warnings if you have time 
because: 1. You want to make sure 
the intruder is not your harmless, 
inebriated next door neighbor who 
has entered your home in error or a 
fireman come to save a life; and 2. 
The warnings remove all questions 
in the mind of the jury that you 
were facing a deadly encounter and 
that you took all reasonable steps 
to stop the attack. There have been 
unfortunate incidents of people 
being shot who were only looking 
for help, or who were clearly in the 
home under a misunderstanding. 
How rapidly you give the warnings 
is not as important as your being 
able to honestly say that the 
warnings were clear.

Sometimes it is appropriate 
to give verbal warnings on the 
street. For example, if someone 
approaches you and asks for spare 
change, a match, or the time, you 
do not know if it is an honest 
request or an excuse to get close 
enough to attack you. A request 
for the time or directions may be 
totally innocent. If you answer, 
keep the person at a distance. A 
request for money is ambiguous. 
Is the panhandler asking for 
charity or is this a polite way of 

demanding your money as part of 
an armed robbery? If it is an armed 
robbery, then the aggressor has 
already planned his legal defense 
which will be to say that you were 
prejudiced against him because he 
was poor, cross-eyed or whatever 
the street person can think of. 

Do not stop unless you are sure 
of who you are dealing with. Your 
first warning should always be a 
polite brush off. “No thank you” 
or, “I’ll get you on my way back,” 
or “Sorry, I’m late for a meeting” as 
you walk away. These are all non-
confrontational ways of saying, 
“No.” Do not give an answer that 
will encourage further discussion. 
If the person approaches you after 
a brush off, be very careful. Look 
to see if they have others working 
with them. Keep walking and 
do not acknowledge their next 
comment. Do not run and or show 
fear. If they continue to follow you, 
turn abruptly, and say, “Go away. 

The answer is no.” Be very alert 
to everything going on around 
you. At this point the person who 
is annoying you has done nothing 
illegal. If you show your gun, they 
will cause you a lot of trouble. 
Most panhandlers are harmless. 
They know how far they can go 
without getting into trouble. With 
a firm, “go away,” they should back 
off. Most muggers are looking for 
an easy mark. If they think you are 
going to be trouble, they will look 
for someone else. If after being 
told to go away, they make any 
movement, even a shift in body 
weight, to come closer to you, 
be very clear. “Stay away. Do not 
come any closer or I am going to 
assume you mean me harm.” At 
this point you have warned them 
three times. Neither your gun nor 
your strong hand should be visible.

Just as the street smart crooks 
have their defense planned ahead. 
So should you. Today, everyone 

Legally Speaking
Continued from Page 43

has a cell phone. Your reaching 
under your jacket or into your 
pocket is an ambiguous move. 

Never lie to a police officer 
but do not volunteer unneeded 
information. In the above 
scenario, your best next move 
might be to walk away, call 
the police, display a weapon or 
do all of the above. Which is 
the correct answer? It depends. 
If you intentionally show a 
weapon, even if you do not draw 
it, you could be charged with 
assault with a deadly weapon 
because in this example the 
person annoying you has not 
violated the law. 

If you have good reason to believe 
your life is in danger, do what you 
have to do and let the lawyers sort 
it out later. However, things are not 
always what they seem. Even in a 
“stand your ground” state, walk 
away if you can. 

W&G
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From theEditor

Peggy Tartaro,
Executive Editor

I’ll let you in on a little secret about 
Women & Guns—things don’t always 
go according to plan.

It had been my original plan 
to supplement our Contributing 
Editors’ “Products That Made a 
Difference” on Page 31 with a feature 
about some of the women who also 
made a big difference to women 
gunowners in the last 25 years.

But I ran out of time to call a few of 
them up and I ran out of room to do 
the idea, and especially them, justice. 

In the sports category I was going 
to track down Margaret Murdock, 
whose singular achievement in then-
open rifle took place at the 1976 
Olympics, well before the magazine 
was conceived of. It was my great 
honor to meet her many years ago, 
introduced by her sister at  either a 
SHOT or NRA Show. You should, 
as they say, look her up. Even so, I’m 
not sure a Wikipedia entry would do 
her justice. 

I was going to try to check in with 
Kim Rhode, one of America’s greatest 
Olympians, who sadly, is not very well 
known outside of the gun fraternity 
(or is that sorority?). I met Kim first 
when she was a young teenager on 
her way to her first Olympics. She’s 
been to five now and medaled in 
them all—the only American to ever 
do so, and one of only a handful of 
athletes worldwide who can make 
that claim.

If there was time, I’d contact 
some of the people who have had an 
impact on women in the shooting 
sports at a less exalted level—but who 
helped bring a new generation of 
women to the sport. People like Sue 
King, who innovated the Women’s 
Charity Classic series. People like 
Katie Ferraro Creigh (aka Justice Lily 
Kate) who brought women into the 
Cowboy Action (CAS) fold.

In politics, I’d check in with Marion 
Hammer, Sandy Froman and Tanya 
Metaksa, all movers and shakers 
in the National Rifle Association. 
Hammer and Froman have served 
two terms each as president of that 
organization. Metaksa led its Institute 
for Legislative Action. 

I also wanted to talk to Suzanna 
Gratia Hupp, who, a few years back 
at a gunowner rally in Harrisburg, 
PA, I called the Rosa Parks of the 
gun movement. Without Hupp, not 
just Texas, but a host of other states 
would have been further delayed in 
getting Shall Issue handgun licensing.

In the business category, there were 
people like Donna Bianchi, Margaret 
Hornady and Barbara Skinner to 
talk to—women in the gun business 
before there were so many women in 
the gun business. Maybe I could have 
connected with a few women dealers, 
like Robin Ball, who have sat behind 
gun counters, attended gun shows, 
balanced the family’s business books 
and more.

Having done all that, I was going 
to reserve some space back here in 
my own column for some personal 
heroines.

So I’m going to have to be quite a 
bit briefer than I’d like.

My mom’s not a gun person in any 
traditional sense. But she’s probably 
attended more gun functions and 
cooked dinner for more gun rights 
activists than most. She’s led by 
examples that included stories of 
reading “Knights of the Round 
Table” (with the Wyatt illustrations) 
under the covers because she was 
told girls didn’t read those kinds of 
books. My sister and I never thought 
anything from Barbies to bazookas 
were off limits.

I was going to personally thank two 
women who used to hang out in our 

pages—Sheila Link and Gila Hayes. 
I even saved one of Diane Walls 
pictures of Gila from her Farnam 
story to use. Sadly, there’s no room 
for that either. But both women, in 
different ways, guided me and this 
magazine for many years.

I was going to mention a couple 
of really good friends who I met 
because of Women & Guns and who 
I communicate with weekly and 
sometimes daily—and with whom I 
almost never discuss guns any more. 

Stacey Knox’s last name is probably 
more infamous than my own in 
certain circles, and maybe that’s why, 
despite a lot of other differences, 
we’ve always gotten on. 

Susan Laws has moved on from 
being active in the CAS world, but 
there’s not usually a day we don’t 
touch bases on weighty matters like 
who’s the best on-screen Sherlock 
Holmes.

I was also going to talk about my 
good friend Sherry Collins, who 
I first met on the telephone when 
she called me up to ask me what to 
wear to a machinegun shoot to be 
held in conjunction with the 1988 
Gun Rights Policy Conference. At 
the time she was working for S&W, 
and she later moved on to a couple of 
other gun companies. 

We talked almost weekly, even 
though she was retired. We hardly 
ever talked “business,” but we shared 
a common language about so many 
things.

Sadly, the day before I sat down 
to write this I got the very bad news 
from her husband, Tom, that Sherry 
had died on Dec. 8, after a lengthy 
illness.

I’ll miss her.
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